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Jamming and spoofing remain a growing threat 
to the resiliency and accuracy of PNT. Incidents 
are becoming more common and signal 

disruption easier to achieve, putting our safety 
critical infrastructure at risk. But, of course, there’s 
no shortage of work and research being done to 
determine how best to mitigate such potentially 
harmful attacks, and progress is being made. 

The threat of spoofing and jamming to PNT 
is always top of mind, and an ongoing theme in 
many of the articles you’ll find in Inside GNSS. In 
this issue, we make a point of highlighting efforts 
being made to lower the risk and protect PNT 
from nefarious acts. 

One such article comes out of the University 
of Texas at San Antonio. Junhwan Lee and 
co-authors detail a technique to mitigate joint 
spoofing against time and a single position 
coordinate in stationary GPS receivers. Expanding 
on previous work, they present a linearization of 
the GPS measurement equation as well as review 
sparsity characteristics of the attacks. 

THE TIME AND THE PLACE

Protecting PNT 

RENEE KNIGHT
EDITOR

during malicious spoofing attacks. The algorithm 
was tested in several challenging scenarios with 
promising results. 

In this issue’s Working Papers, we learn about 
Nautilus, an embedded navigation authentication 
testbed. The platform is both low cost and 
lightweight and can be easily configured for 
GNSS authentication. It also can be used in other 
scenarios, such as for signal quality monitoring 
or recording snapshots of GNSS signal events, 
including jamming. 

Washington View looks at another threat to 
PNT: space debris. Currently, there are more 
than 2,500 defunct satellites in orbit that have 
the potential to do harm. Columnist Dawn Zoldi 
breaks down just how big a threat space debris is 
to PNT, and outlines the FCC’s recently released 
plans to regulate its removal. 

Moving a bit away from the jamming and 
spoofing focus, we also cover self-driving trucks 
and smart cities in this issue. Kevin Jost, editor of 
our sister publication Inside Autonmous Vehicles, 
highlights Kodiak Robotics and its fourth-
generation autonmous trucks. CEO Don Burnette 
provides insight into the company’s unique 
approach to PNT.

In Brussels View, columnist Peter Gutierrez 
takes us inside a smart city infrastructure at The 
European Space Agency’s ESTEC facility. The 
large campus is set up like an urban environment 
with the most common GNSS hazards, including 
obscured view and multipath, making it a perfect 
place to test new technologies. Rokubun, a 
company that develops high-accuracy navigation 
solutions for mass-market devices, leads the 
HANSEL project. 

Finally, The Intertialist columnist Andrey 
Soloviev covers INS-centric sensor fusion. He 
outlines the three main integration modes, loose, 
tight and deep coupling, and the pros and cons of 
all three. 

We cover a lot in this issue, and I’d love to hear 
what you think. You can contact me at renee@
insidegnss.com to share your thoughts and story 
ideas. 

Reliable PNT is of particular importance in 
aeronautics, especially during approach and 
landing. RAIM provides limited protection 
against intentional interference, making it critical 
to develop dedicated interference monitoring 
algorithms that target jamming and spoofing. 
Sascha Bartl of OHB Digital Solutions and 
co-authors outline a multiscale interference 
monitoring approach using several different 
detectors. The article also presents findings from a 
signal monitoring campaign conducted at airport 
Brno in Europe. 

Sahil Ahmed and co-authors from the Illinois 
Institute of Technology look into a new method 
to detect GNSS spoofing. The approach detailed 
makes it possible to decompose the Complex 
Cross Ambiguity Function of GNSS signals 

THE THREAT OF JAMMING AND 
SPOOFING TO PNT 
IS ALWAYS TOP OF MIND, AND AN ONGOING 
THEME IN MANY OF THE ARTICLES YOU’LL 
FIND IN INSIDE GNSS.
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A s GNSS evolves, legacy equipment 
will continually need to be replaced 

with emerging technologies that o� er 
advanced capabilities—a time consum-
ing, costly process.

Instead of ripping out and replacing 
receivers, Jackson Labs Technologies has 

another solution. With the company’s 
Transcoder, which generates a GPS 
RF signal locally from any source 
the user would like to integrate, both 
military and commercial users can 
keep their existing GNSS equipment. 

The technology, for example, is 
being integrated into U.S. Army 
Strykers, reducing the crypty-keying 
time of the up to 12 SAASM receiv-
ers in each military vehicle. And 
instead of soldiers having to key 
all 12 SAASM receivers individu-
ally, the Transcoder allows using a 
single M-Code receiver paired to the 
vehicles’ anti-jam (AJ) antenna . � is  
provides a secure PNT solution to all 
the vehicles’ SAASM and commer-

cial GPS receivers through the existing 
antenna distribution infrastructure. 

� e Transcoder makes it possible to 
put the most modern technology—even 
technology that hasn’t been thought of 
yet—into these and other vehicles from 
multiple vendors, Jackson Labs Founder 
and President Gregor Said Jackson said, 
and have it communicate with the existing 
infrastructure inside the vehicle. 

“You can retro� t the vehicle just by 
plugging the Transcoder in,” Jackson said. 
“And it will distribute that signal to all 
the legacy equipment in the vehicle. It 
also will rebroadcast inside the vehicle, 
so soldiers sitting in the vehicles who 
have their jammers, their dismounted 
backpacks, are all receiving their RF 
signal from the updated Resilient-PNT 
source in the vehicle. And the second 
they step outside the vehicle, they’re still 
synchronized to UTC, even in a com-
pletely jammed, denied environment, 
because the vehicle can have an atomic 
clock in it that acts like a GPS satellite 

News from the 
world of GNSS

DEGREES
constellation even in fully denied envi-
ronments. So they maintain their com-
munications capability.” 

� e Transcoders also have been inte-
grated into U.S. Air Force aircra� , which 
can have as many as eight or nine di� er-
ent GPS receivers, to address issues with 
jamming, Jackson said. � e Transcoder 
takes the output of the inertial navigation 
system (INS) they � y, which is typically 
fused with other navigation and timing 
sources, and transmits this PNT solu-
tion into the aircra�  through the existing 
antenna wiring. 

“To feed the INS positioning into the 
aircra�  systems, you take the output of 
that INS, you feed it into the Transcoder 
as a NMEA baseband signal and out 
comes an RF signal that you can splice 
into the existing antenna feed of the 
vehicle,” Jackson said. 

Because the INS is re-calibrated 
through Vision Based Navigation (VBN), 
Laser Ranging and other positioning 
sources, pilots no longer need to rely 
on GPS to complete their missions—so 
jamming becomes a non-issue. 

“If they’re � ying in the Middle East, 
they might get jammed immediately as 
they take o�  and would have to � nd their 
way back following roads, rivers and train 
tracks,” Jackson said. “� ey don’t have to 
do that anymore. And they can extend 
their missions as long as they have fuel 
and food on board. It allows them to � y 
missions they could never � y before.”

� e vehicles being retro� tted have AJ 
antennas, Jackson said. Pilots can either 
take the GPS feed from the output from 
the inertials and feed that into the GNSS 
receivers on board or they can take the 
live sky AJ signal. � ey can switch back 
and forth between the two in a matter 
of minutes. 

And similar to the M-Code/CSAC ret-
ro� t of the Strykers, this solution allows 
them to maintain legacy equipment that’s 
maybe 10, 15 years old and can no longer 
be replaced. 

Photos courtesy of Jackson Labs.

12-channel, 1x1 inch, full-constellation, 
real-time GPS Simulator/Micro-Transcoder.

See Additional News Stories
at www.insidegnss.com/news

•  In Memory of Industry Leader Patricia 
Doherty, Past ION President and 
Current Satellite Division Chair

•  New Timing Antenna Now Part of 
Tallysman’s GNSS Product Line

• Xona Secures Investment from First 
Spark Ventures and Lockheed Martin 
to Accelerate LEO GPS Alternative

• Upcoming Military Exercises to 
Focus on Detecting GNSS Disruption

Continued on p. 14

Las Vegas

Jackson Labs:
Providing Resilient Solutions
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k  

h h
and Russia have postured that they 
can be a threat to our GPS system.” 
Jackson said. “China demonstrated they 
can grab a satellite and throw it out of orbit. 
If they make a decision to attack us, we 
have no GPS backup right now. � is is a 
GPS backup solution. I would compare 
it to about a gen two or gen three GPS 
receiver in terms of capabilities, but it’s 
really much better than that.” 

� e Time to First Fix (TTFF) includ-
ing accurate Leapsecond o� sets can be 
as low as 36 seconds with a good con-
stellation and view of the sky, Jackson 
said, compared to the 10 to 15 minutes 
it sometimes takes to download the GPS 
Almanac and get an accurate Leapsecond 
o� set with a GPS receiver. � e units are 
completely so� ware de� ned and made 
with commercial, off-the-shelf com-
ponents. � ere’s no custom hardware; 
the so� ware can be integrated into any 
GNSS receiver. � ey’re designed to be 
mass market products with high volume 

� e 1x1 inch small Micro-Transcoder 
is used successfully in several hand-held 
anti-drone weapons in a GPS simulator 
mode to spoof the drones to either land 
or crash. � is is signi� cantly more e� ec-
tive than drone-jamming, as late model 
drones have built in anti-jamming coun-
termeasures such as INS modules.

� e technology also can be used com-
mercially, with the telecom industry a 
prime example. � e Transcoder retro� ts 
small cell sites without any hardware or 
so� ware changes. � is makes it easier to 
update units to comply with regulations 
as they change, and will save companies 
money in the long run. 

STL Integration
Jackson Labs also o� ers devices that can 
receive Satellite Time and Location (STL) 
from Satelles as an alternative to GPS. � e 
signal is 1,000 times stronger than GPS, 
Jackson said, making indoor reception 
possible, a bene� t for cell phone compa-
nies that need to demonstrate capabilities 
inside mall and storefront walls.

“Companies are finding they can’t 
get the GPS signal in urban canyons or 
inside metal buildings, and have to pay 
up to $10,000 or more in rental costs to 
the building owner and operator to put a 
GPS antenna on the roof,” he said. “With 
the STL signal, they can get that signal 
through a local antenna. So it alleviates the 
need to pay the rental costs for the GPS. 
� at’s a huge, huge advantage for them.”

Regulations will soon require telecom 
companies to have a backup to GNSS, 
Jackson said, making this unit even more 
attractive to the industry. 

“We’re the only fully GNSS-independent 
alternative solution that doesn’t require you 
to dig trenches to lay � ber optic cable to 
all the cell sites,” Jackson said. “From a 
technology perspective, I can deploy this 
today at any cell site in the world. And we 
do not need GNSS-dependent Grandmaster 
servers distributed around the country such 
as wired or terrestrial solutions require.”

� e military can also bene� t from this 
type of technology and is actively pursu-
ing redundant GPS backup solutions. 

“Telecom operators, power-generation, 
communication and broadcast operators 
world wide are looking for alternatives to 

Continues from p. 12

CSAC Atomic Clock Capable PNT 
Transcoder for vehicle and airborne 
applications.

bilit . 
“ ms of timing performance, we’re 

l k somewhere around 50 nanosec-
dard deviation,” he said. “We’re 
nd frequency company, so we 

d d his receiver as a timing and fre-
eiver from the ground up rather 
creating a positioning receiver, 
nd then trying to coax timing 
out of it. So that’s why our tim-

ing performance is so good. 
We have our GPS disciplined 
oscillator patented algorithms 
built into it.”

Bringing it All Together
JLT provides a comprehensive solu-

tion in its PNT-6xxx product line that 
combines front-end, oscillator holdover, 
and back end RF distribution capabili-
ties in a small 19" half-width rackmount 
enclosure. With the boxes, customers can 
pick and choose what they want based 
on their needs, with the transcoder and 
STL integration among the options that 
distinguish them in the market. 

As a company, Jackson Labs focuses on 
three di� erent product areas: the receiv-
ers, timing and holdover capabilities, and 
the transcoder and output capabilities. 
� ey o� er options that solve problems 
for military and commercial customers 
that depend on reliable GNSS, allow-
ing them to achieve the desired position 
accuracy through both GNSS and GNSS 
alternatives, while maintaining legacy 
equipment and eliminating the costs and 
headaches associated with upgrades.

“If you combine those areas together,” 
Jackson said, “magic happens.” 

GPS, especially since the 
Ukrainian invasion. Active 
jamming goes on there. China 
and Russia have postured that they 

capability. capability. 
“In terms of timing performance, we’re 

looking at somewhere around 50 nanosec-
onds standard deviation,” he said. “We’re 
a timing and frequency company, so we 
designed this receiver as a timing and fre-
quency receiver from the ground up rather 

than creating a positioning receiver, 
and then trying to coax timing 

Bringing it All Together
JLT provides a comprehensive solu-

“Miniature STL LEO PNT Receiver for 
battery-powered applications.
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The resilience of the Global 
Navigation and Satellite 
System (GNSS) that enables 
mission and life-critical 

position, navigation and timing 
(PNT) remains a topic of interest 
around the world. � reats to PNT 
continue to increase exponentially. 
Space-based threats rank high among 
them, including space debris.

Recently, the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) 
caused a bit of a stir by indicating it 
plans to issue regulations governing 
activities in space that currently fall 
between jurisdictional policy lines, 
including on the controversial matter 
of debris removal. Will there be clarity 
on this issue for the PNT industry 
soon despite the clutter among the 
stars and in the halls of government?

Welcome to the Space Jam 
Space debris poses a danger to PNT. Here’s a look at the 
threat and how the FCC plans to regulate its removal.

WASHINGTON VIEW

American Iridium 33 communications 
satellite. � e impact blew both satellites 
apart. � e ESA estimates more than 
630 of the currently defunct satellites in 
orbit may be involved in similar events.

Add this to an environment 
already littered with hunks of other 
dangerous junk. � e space surveillance 
networks regularly catalog and track 
36,500 objects of debris larger than 4 
inches across. But not all objects are 
tracked. Based on statistical models, 
ESA estimates there are 1 million 
chunks of space debris from 0.4 
inches to 4 inches and 130 million 
from .04 to 0.4 inches. � e total mass 
of this space garbage is estimated to 
weigh in at more than 10,000 tons.

� e problem will continue to get 
worse. Computer simulations project 
that space trash between 4 and 8 inches 

may multiply 3.2 times over the 
next 200 years. � ese same 

models predict debris 
less than 4 inches will 
increase even more, by 
a factor of 13 to 20.

� is raises serious 
concerns for PNT 

resilience. While the 
danger of satellite-to-

satellite impacts may be 
obvious, even a tiny fragment of 

debris in space can cause catastrophic 
damage to satellites. � ese objects o� en 
travel faster than a speeding bullet, 
at speeds of more than 22,300 miles 
per hour. � is can lead to satellite 
destruction and result in fragmentation. 

Growing orbital congestion also 
increases the risk of unintentional 
radio frequency interference.

For these reasons, the costs of 
mitigating space debris continue to 
add up. In addition to costs associated 
with tracking it, companies and 
governments pay a he� y price for 
design measures, dodging space debris 
in orbit or scrubbing missions entirely. 
Considering a GPS III satellite costs 
$400 million or more to build, an 
ounce of prevention may be worth the 
potential � nancial losses of a collision.

The Threat Spectrum
Earth’s orbit, home 
to GNSS satellite 
constellations, continues 
to grow increasingly crowded. 
According to the most recent statistics 
from the European Space Agency 
(ESA), humankind has launched about 
13,630 satellites into Earth’s orbit since 
1957, the beginning of the Space Age. 
Of those, almost 9,000 still remain.

While the majority are functional, 
more than 2,500 defunct satellites also 
continue to zip around in orbit. � ey 
have become nothing more than very 
large pieces of debris, which may break 
up, explode, collide or be involved in 
an event that results in fragmentation. 

Such mayhem has already occurred. 
� e � rst documented case of the 
destruction of an operational satellite 
a� er a collision with a defunct satellite 
happened in early 2009. In that 
case, an inactive Russian military 
communications satellite destroyed an 
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A Big Cluster
From a policy standpoint, space 
debris remains an unsolved global 
issue. Space law consists primarily 
of international agreements, treaties, 
conventions, and United Nations 
General Assembly resolutions and 
rules and regulations of international 
organizations. None of these explicitly 
forbid the production of space 
debris. They also don’t indicate who 
is responsible for removing it.

For example, the 1967 Outer Space 
Treaty imposes general responsibilities 
on member states for national activities 
to ensure they are conducted in 
conformity with the treaty (with the 
premise of freedom for exploration 
by all), to authorize and continually 
supervise its activities, and to share 
international responsibility for activities 
in which the state is a participant. Article 
VIII provides that a state “shall retain 
jurisdiction” and control over its objects. 
Most interpret this as including debris. 
Thus, states and organizations make 
their own rules for dealing with debris.

In the United States, just this 
July, the White House Office of 
Science and Technology Policy 
released the National Orbital Debris 
Mitigation Plan to meet space 
sustainability priorities to mitigate, 
track and remediate debris. This 

WASHINGTON VIEW

commerce and transportation to 
assess the suitability of incorporating 
these updated standards and best 
practices into their respective licensing 
processes—again, in consultation with 
the FCC chairman. In short, the FCC 
has an important, but consultative, 
role when it comes to space debris—at 
least for U.S. government agencies.

In 2019, NASA updated The United 
States Government (USG) Orbital 
Debris Mitigation Standard Practices 
(ODMSP), originally established in 2001 
to address the increase in orbital debris 
in the near-Earth space environment. 
These updated standard practices for the 
feds included preferred disposal options 
for immediate removal of structures 
from the near-Earth space environment, 
a low-risk geosynchronous Earth 
orbit (GEO) transfer disposal option, 
a long-term reentry option, and 
improved move-away-and-stay-away 
storage options in medium Earth 
orbit (MEO) and above GEO. 

But when it comes to commercial use 
of space, the FCC holds the keys to the 
kingdom in terms of licensing. Even so, 
generally speaking, agencies coordinate 
across the aisle when creating policies 
that could impact each other. Imagine 
the surprise when in August the FCC 
announced a proceeding on Space 
Innovation; Facilitating Capabilities 
for In-space Servicing, Assembly, and 
Manufacturing (ISAM).” As defined 
in this Notice of Inquiry (NOI), the 
FCC defines missions in its purview 
as those “which can include satellite 
refueling, inspecting and repairing 
in-orbit spacecraft, capturing and 
removing debris (emphasis added), 
and transforming materials through 
manufacturing while in space.” 

Playing Nice in the Space Box
An FCC NOI is a way to ask the public 
to comment on specific questions 
about an issue to help determine 
whether further action is warranted. 
NOIs are the precursor to the agency’s 
Notice of Public Rulemaking (NPRM).

In this most recent NOI, the FCC 
specifically seeks comment on “space 
safety issues that may be implicated 

new 14-page plan supports the 
overarching 2021 U.S. Space Priorities 
Framework and implements Space 
Policy Directive-3 (SPD-3).

Signed by former President Trump, 
SPD-3 was the nation’s first National 
Space Traffic Management Policy. It 
outlined key roles and responsibilities. 
The directive assigned the administrator 
of NASA as lead for efforts to update 
the U.S.’ Orbital Debris Mitigation 
Standard Practices and to establish 
new guidelines for satellite design 
and operation to mitigate the effect 
of orbital debris on space activities.

NASA, the directive indicated, 
must do this in coordination with 
the secretaries of state, defense, 
commerce and transportation, and 
the director of national intelligence. 
In contrast to this coordination 
requirement, according to the 
directive, the NASA administrator 
must consult with the FCC chairman.

SPD-3 requires the secretaries of 

“The first documented 
case of the destruction
of an operational 
satellite after a collision 
with a defunct satellite 
happened in early 2009.”

Other Space-Related Topics
You can track the FCC’s other proposed rulemaking on space-related issues in 
its most recent bi-annual Unified Agenda in the Federal Register at govinfo.
gov/content/pkg/FR-2022-08-08/html/2022-14618.htm. The complete 
Unified Agenda will be published in a searchable format at reginfo.gov.

Here’s a breakdown of what’s ahead:

Sequence number Title Regulation Identifier No.

301 Update to Parts 2 and 25 Concerning NonGeostationary, Fixed- Sat-
ellite Service Systems, and Related Matters: IB Docket No. I6-408. 3060-AK59

302
Amendment of Parts 2 and 25 of the FCC Rules to Facilitate the Use 
of Earth Stations in Motion Communicating With Geostationary 
Orbit Space Stations in FSS Bands: IB Docket No. 17-95.

3060-AK84

303 Further Streamlining Part 25 Rules Governing Satellite Services: IB 
Docket No. 18-314. 3060-AK87

304 Facilitating the Communications of Earth Stations in Motion With 
Non-Geostationary Orbit Space Stations: IB Docket No. 18-315. 3060-AK89

308 Revising Spectrum Sharing Rules for Non- Geostationary Orbit, 
Fixed-Satellite Service Systems: IB Docket No. 21-456. 3060-AL41
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WASHINGTON VIEW

or modifications to the commission’s 
licensing rules and processes that would 
facilitate ISAM capabilities. 
Satellite Servicing Missions: Any additional 
licensing considerations unique to 
satellite servicing missions including 
servicing missions consisting of 
multiple spacecraft. 
Assembly, Manufacturing and Other 
Activities: Any special considerations 
in licensing of assembly and 
manufacturing missions. 
International Considerations: Whether and 
how to take into account that ISAM 
missions also raise the possibility of 
interactions between operators under 
the jurisdiction of multiple nations in 
the commission’s licensing process. 
Orbital Debris Mitigation: The implications 
of updated practices and approaches to 
stored energy and potential byproducts 
from in-space assembly. 
Orbital Debris Remediation: Whether and 
how the commission should consider 
active debris removal as part of an 
operator’s orbital debris strategy. 
Activities Beyond Earth’s Orbit: Any updates 
to the commission’s rules that might 
facilitate licensing ISAM missions 
beyond Earth’s orbit, including missions 
to the Moon and asteroids. 
Encouraging Innovation and Investments in 
ISAM: Ways to facilitate development 
of and competition in ISAM activities, 
provide a diversity of on-orbit service 
options and promote innovation and 
investment in the ISAM field. 
Digital Equity and Inclusion: How the topics 
discussed and any related proposals may 
promote or inhibit advances in diversity, 
equity, inclusion and accessibility, as well 
as the scope of the commission’s relevant 
legal authority.

Insofar as all commercial satellites 
may be affected by this proposal, the 
PNT community should engage. Will 
this latest FCC foray into potential 
space debris rulemaking protect, or 
lay waste to, the industry’s chances 
of reaching the space-high projected 
valuation of $8,817.3 million by 2031? 
Only time..and space…will tell.

by ISAM activities, including 
orbital debris considerations.” 

This is not the commission’s first 
foray into space debris regulation. 
It has been reviewing the orbital 
debris mitigation plans of non-
Federal satellites and systems for 
more than 20 years as part of its 
licensing and grants for space 
systems. The commission asserts its 
authority to regulate orbital debris 
derives from the Communications 
Act of 1934, as amended, which 
provides this authority to license 
radio frequency uses by satellites. 

assign numerical values to collision 
risk, probability of successful post-
mission disposal, and casualty risk 
associated with those satellites that will 
re-enter earth’s atmosphere.” Among 
other things, the rule changes also 
levied new disclosure requirements 
on satellite applicants related to 
protecting inhabitable spacecraft, 
maneuverability, use of deployment 
devices, release of persistent liquids, 
proximity operations, trackability 
and identification, and information 
sharing for situational awareness. 

And yet, others in the interagency 

Read the FCC’s ISAM document: fcc.gov/document/fcc-opens-proceeding-
servicing-assembly-manufacturing-space-0

Interested in learning more about space debris? 
Read these research reports, articles and the new U.S. implementation plan: 

• rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/research_reports/RR2900/RR2970/RAND_
RR2970.pdf

• space.com/kessler-syndrome-space-debris

• nationalgeographic.com/science/article/space-junk

• whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/07-2022-NATIONAL-ORBITAL-
DEBRIS-IMPLEMENTATION-PLAN.pdf

In 2000, for example, it adopted 
rules requiring disclosure of plans to 
mitigate orbital debris for licensees 
in the 2 GHz mobile-satellite service. 
Those were the basis for rules applicable 
to all services that were adopted shortly 
thereafter (Establishment of Policies 
and Service Rules for Mobile Satellite 
Service in the 2 GHz Band, Report and 
Order, 15 FCC Rcd 16127, 16187-88, 
paras. 135-138). In 2004, it adopted a 
comprehensive set of rules on orbital 
debris mitigation (2004 Orbital Debris 
Order, 19 FCC Rcd at 11575, para. 14).

Just two years ago, it held an orbital 
debris proceeding, Mitigation of Orbital 
Debris in the New Space Age. It sought 
public comment on a variety of areas for 
rule updates, including an “active debris 
removal” as a debris mitigation strategy 
for planned proximity operations. 
While it concluded more detailed 
regulations would be premature, the 
resultant report nevertheless updated 
the commission’s satellite rules on 
orbital debris mitigation for the 
first time in more than 15 years. 

The 2020 FCC rule changes included 
“requiring that satellite applicants 

balk at what some have referred to as 
the FCC’s continued stretching of its 
legal limits. The 2020 rule changes 
apparently stirred up considerable 
debate and controversy. Despite 
objections from the Department 
of Defense and other government 
agencies, the FCC pressed ahead. 

PNT Industry Impacts?
Fast forward to today. Comments 
on the FCC’s latest space-based regs 
focused on ISAM issues are due 45 
days following publication in the 
Federal Register (August 5). Here 
is the list of topics for which the 
commission seeks comment. (Note the 
commission includes space debris as 
part of ISAM for purposes of this drill):

Spectrum Needs and Relevant Allocation:
The variety of radiofrequency 
communications links that could be 
involved in ISAM missions. 
Licensing Processes in General: Any updates 
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INSCENTRIC 
SENSOR FUSION

THE INERTIALIST

aids. GNSS is the most popular one, 
but numerous other aiding sources also 
have been applied such as electro opti-
cal (EO) sensors (vision and LiDAR), 
radars (including synthetic aperture 
radar), terrain data bases, magnetic 
maps, vehicle motion constrains, and 
radio frequency (RF) signals of oppor-
tunity (SOOP) to name a few. In this 
column, we consider the main prin-
ciples of fusing inertial navigation with 
other sensors.

Sensor Fusion Architecture 
Figure 1 illustrates the sensor-fusion 
approach.

As discussed in previous columns, 
inertial navigation systems (INS) 
enable a fully self-contained 

navigation capability. Yet, integration is 
a fundamental operation of INS mecha-
nization. Input measurements of non-
gravitational acceleration (also referred to 
as speci� c force) and angular rate vectors 
are integrated into attitude, velocity and 
position outputs. Measurement errors 
are integrated as well, which leads to the 
output dri�  over time. As a result, even 
the highest-quality inertial systems must 
be periodically adjusted.

To mitigate inertial drift, INS has 
been coupled with other navigation 

The main principals of fusing inertial navigation with other sensors. 

Andrey Soloviev, author of 
The Inertialist, is a principal 
at QuNav. His research and 
development interests 
focus on sensor-fusion 
and signal-processing 
implementations for GNSS-
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applications. He received his Ph.D. in electrical 
engineering from Ohio University, the Institute 
of Navigation (ION) Early Achievement Award 
and the RTCA William Jackson Award. He will 
occasionally bring in other subject matter 
experts to aid in the discussion.

THE INERTIALIST is a regular feature in every issue of Inside GNSS. This 
expert-authored column explores operational principles and the state-of-the-art of 
this key navigation technology. It discusses main principles, current technological 
trends and system integration aspects of inertial navigation. These include:

•  aspects of inertial navigation mechanization (system initialization, integration 
algorithms, non-inertial eff ects, compensation of coning and sculling); 

•  trends in sensor technologies (micro-electromechanical systems or 
MEMS, fi ber optic and ring laser gyros, cold atom interferometry); 

•  fusion with other sensors (integration approaches 
and example implementations) and, 

•  system implementation aspects (time synchronization, bandwidth and 
vibration profi les, and the infl uence of latencies under high dynamics). 

We welcome questions and suggested topics of specifi c interest from the 
readers of Inside GNSS. Please contact us at Andrey@insidegnss.com. 

FIGURE 1 INS-centric sensor fusion.
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INS is used as a core sensor. It is 
augmented by aiding navigation data 
sources (such as GNSS or LiDAR) to 
mitigate the drift in inertial navigation 
outputs. Aiding sources generally rely 
on external observations or signals that 
may or may not be available. Therefore, 
they are treated as secondary sensors. 

When available, aiding measure-
ments are applied to reduce the drift 
in inertial navigation outputs. In turn, 
inertial data can be used to improve the 
robustness of an aiding sensor’s signal 
processing component, which is gener-
ally implemented in a form of motion 
compensation. For instance, INS-based 
motion compensation can be used to 
adjust replica signal parameters inside 
a GNSS receiver’s tracking loops to in-
crease the signal accumulation interval, 
thus recovering weak signals and miti-
gating interference (jamming, spoofing 
and multipath). Another example is 
compensation of motion-induced dis-
tortions in EO imagery. 

To mitigate inertial drift, sensor fu-
sion uses the complementary estima-
tion approach, which is illustrated in 
Figure 2. 

As shown in Figure 2, differences 
between INS and aiding observations 
(ẑINS and ẑAiding) are applied to estimate 
inertial error states instead of naviga-
tion states. Error state estimates are 
then subtracted from the INS solution, 
thus providing the overall navigation 
output. Specific structure of the obser-
vation vector z depends on the integra-
tion mode.

The complementary formulation 
estimates INS error states rather than 
estimating full navigation states. As 
compared to the full-state formulation, 
the main benefit of complementary 
estimation is a significantly simplified 
modeling of state transition. Inertial 
errors are propagated over time in-
stead of propagating navigation states 
themselves. In this case, the process 
noise is completely defined by stability 
of INS sensor biases, as well as sensor 
noise characteristics. On the contrary, 
modeling of actual motion generally 
needs to accommodate different mo-
tion segments (such as a straight flight 

versus a turn maneuver), which can 
require ad hoc tuning to optimize the 
performance. Moreover, propagation of 
navigation states through INS mecha-
nization is a non-linear process. 

In contrast, time propagation of iner-
tial errors into navigation outputs can 
be efficiently linearized. As a result, 
complementary filters can generally 
rely on computationally efficient linear 
filtering techniques such as an extend-
ed Kalman filter (EKF) while reserving 
non-linear estimation approaches, such 
as particle filters and factor graphs, only 
to cases where aiding measurements are 
non-linear/non-Gaussian by nature, 
such as database aiding updates. 

The integrated system operates re-
cursively on the inertial update cycle. 
Every time a new measurement arrives 
from an inertial measurement unit 
(IMU), INS navigation computations 

FIGURE 2 Complementary form of INS-centric sensor fusion.

FIGURE 3 Loosely coupled sensor fusion.

are performed followed by the predic-
tion update of the complementary filter. 
If an aiding navigation output becomes 
available after the previous IMU up-
date, it is used to compute complemen-
tary filter observables and apply them 
for the estimation update. Otherwise, 
error estimates are assigned their pre-
dicted values and computations pro-
ceed to the next inertial update. 

Integration Modes
The three main sensor fusion modes 
include loose coupling, tight coupling 
and deep coupling. They perform sen-
sor fusion at the navigation solution 
level, measurement level and signal 
processing level, respectively. Their key 
features are:
Loose coupling 
Figure 3 shows a high-level diagram of 
a loosely coupled system mechanization 

THE INERTIALIST
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that fuses inertial and aiding data at the 
navigation solution level.

Aiding sensors generally include a 
signal processing part and a navigation 
solution part. The signal processing part 
receives navigation related signals and 
measures their parameters. For example, 
GNSS receiver tracking loops measure 
parameters (pseudoranges, Doppler 
frequency shift and carrier phase) of re-
ceived GNSS signals. Another example is 
a LiDAR time-of-flight measurement that 
is directly related to the distance between 
the LiDAR and a reflecting object. Signal 
parameter measurements are then applied 
to compute the navigation solution. For 
example, GNSS pseudoranges are used 
to compute the GNSS receiver position. 
Changes in distances to reflecting station-
ary objects are exploited to compute the 
change in the LiDAR’s position. 

Note the navigation solution can 
only be computed if a sufficient num-
ber of signal measurements is available. 
For example, at least four pseudor-
anges must be available to compute the 
GNSS-based position. At least two non-
collinear lines must be extracted from 
an image of a two-dimensional (2D) 
LiDAR image to compute a 2D posi-
tion. Depending on the aiding sensor, 
the observation vectors, ẑINS and ẑAiding
can include, position, velocity, attitude 
and their combinations. 

The loosely coupled approach oper-
ates at the navigation solution level and 
does not require any modifications to 
the aiding sensor. Yet, a key limitation 

of loosely coupled fusion is it cannot 
estimate INS error states unless a com-
plete aiding solution is available. For 
instance, loosely coupled GNSS/INS 
cannot update inertial drift terms in 
an urban canyon when the GNSS posi-
tion cannot be computed even though 
limited satellite measurements may still 
be available. As a result, useful aiding 
information is inherently lost.
Tight coupling
Tight coupling applies measurements 
of aiding signal parameters for the INS 
drift mitigation. As compared to loose 
coupling, the main benefit of tightly 
coupled systems is the ability to (par-
tially) update INS error states even 
when insufficient aiding data are avail-
able to compute a full navigation solu-
tion, such as when less than four GNSS 
satellites are visible. 

For such cases, a GNSS only posi-
tion solution cannot be calculated. As 
a result, loosely coupled systems ex-
perience a complete GNSS outage. In 
contrast, the tightly coupled method 
can use limited GNSS measurements, 
thus enabling (partial) mitigation of 
the INS error drift. Another example 
of tight coupling is an EO-aided INS 
where landmark features are extracted 
from imagery data and then applied for 
the INS drift mitigation. When limited 
landmarks are present, and the system 
cannot compute an EO-based position 
update, individual feature measure-
ments still enable INS drift mitigation 
within the tightly coupled architecture. 

Figure 4 illustrates the tightly coupled 
approach. 

For tight coupling, the INS error es-
timation generally has to be augmented 
with the estimation of aiding sensor er-
rors. For example, GNSS receiver clock 
errors (bias and drift) are included into 
the system state vector for the GNSS/
INS integration case. Image-aided in-
ertial augments the system states with 
misalignment between INS and camera 
(or LiDAR) sensor frames. 

Similarly to loose coupling, comple-
mentary estimation observables are 
formulated as differences between 
actual measurements and their INS-
based estimates. To illustrate, for 
GNSS/INS, complementary pseudo-
range observations are formulated as 
differences between their INS estimates 
and GNSS measurements: 

(1)

In Equation 1,  is the geometrical 
range to the kth satellite. It is estimated 
using INS position solution, x̂INS, and 
satellite position vector, :

(2a)

where:

(2b)

In Equation 2, x is the true position, 
δxINS is the INS position error, r(k) is the 
true range between the receiver and sat-
ellite k, (,) is the vector dot product, and 
| | is the Euclidian norm. 

The GNSS pseudorange measure-
ment model is:

(3)

where c is the speed of light, δtrcvr is the 
receiver clock bias, and ε is the pseudo-
range measurement error that includes 
thermal noise, multipath, atmospheric 
delays, and orbital errors.

From Equations 3 and 4, the comple-
mentary observation is formulated as:

(4)

The EKF is commonly applied to es-
timate INS error states and GNSS re-
ceiver clock states.

As mentioned previously, the main 
benefit of tight coupling is the ability 

THE INERTIALIST

FIGURE 4 Tightly coupled sensor fusion.
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FIGURE 6 Example performance in dense urban environments: Integration of consumer-grade GNSS, consumer-grade MEMS INS and motion 
constraints for ground vehicle applications.

to implement estimation updates even 
when limited signal measurements are 
available. As a drawback, it may require 
a firmware modification of the aiding 
sensor to enable access of its signal 
measurements, which are also referred 
to as raw measurements.
Deep coupling
Deep coupling fuses inertial and aiding 
data at the signal processing stage. This 
approach keeps measurement-domain 
estimation of INS error states (as in tight 
coupling) and adds INS-based motion 
compensation to robustify the signal 
processing component of the aiding sen-
sor. Figure 5 shows a high-level block di-
agram of the deeply coupled approach. 

For GNSS/INS, various deeply inte-
grated implementations, which are also 
referred to as ultra-tight coupling, have 

been reported in the literature. Both 
deep and ultra-tight systems are de-
signed to improve the post-correlation 
signal to noise and interference ratio 
(SNIR). The distinction between deep 
and ultra-tight approaches can be some-
what vague. Ultra-tight coupled imple-
mentations generally maintain GNSS 
tracking loops and use inertial aiding 
to narrow their bandwidths. Deep in-
tegration operates directly with GNSS 
IQ samples. This is done by (i) process-
ing IQ data with a combined pre-filter/
Kalman filter scheme; or, (ii) explicitly 
accumulating IQ samples over an ex-
tended time interval (i.e. beyond the 
unaided receiver implementation). 

Deep coupling maximizes the benefits 
of sensor fusion as it fuses inertial and 
aiding data at the earliest processing stage 

possible, thus eliminating any inherent 
information losses. However, it generally 
requires modification of the aiding sen-
sor signal processing component. Yet, in 
some cases, these modifications still can 
be implemented via a firmware upgrade, 
for example, by providing access to high-
frequency (1 kHz or similar) IQ outputs 
of GNSS correlators. 

Example Benefits
This section considers two example cases 
that illustrate benefits of INS-centric sen-
sor fusion. The first example is the inte-
gration of GNSS and inertial for ground 
vehicle applications. Figure 6 shows exam-
ple test results that compare loosely and 
tightly coupled system mechanizations. 
The system integrates a consumer-grade 
GNSS chipset, consumer-grade MEMS 
INS and vehicular motion constraints.

Cumulative error distribution results 
shown in Figure 6b clearly demonstrate 
the benefits of tight coupling over the 
loosely coupled approach. For example, 
the 90% bound of the horizontal posi-
tion error is reduced from 15 meters to 
6.5 meters, while the 95% error bound 
is reduced from 40 meters to 7.5 meters. 

The second example illustrates the ben-
efits of deep integration. Deep coupling 
for GNSS/INS (including weak signal 
recovery and interference mitigation) has 
been discussed by various research papers 
(including the first issue of The Inertialist 
column where we illustrated applications 
of deep integration for jamming and 

THE INERTIALIST

FIGURE 5 Deeply coupled sensor fusion.
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spoo� ng mitigation). In this section, ex-
ample bene� ts are extended to non-GNSS 
aiding of inertial navigation. 

Figure 7 shows example test results for 
a LiDAR-aided inertial. In this case, in-
ertial data is fused with measurements of 
line features that are extracted from im-
ages of a 2D scanning LiDAR. � e tightly 
coupled implementation assumes the 
LiDAR scanning plane remains horizon-
tal, which leads to distortions in the cross-
track direction as shown in the le� -hand 
plot. Deep coupling applies inertial data 
to adjust LiDAR images for tilting, thus 
improving the cross-track performance 
as shown in the right-hand plot of Figure 7.

Conclusion 
INS-centric sensor fusion uses self-
contained inertial navigation as its core 
sensors and applies aiding data from 
other navigation aids to reduce dri�  in 
inertial navigation outputs. � e comple-
mentary fusion enables seamless addition 

of aiding data (when and if available); 
PNT continuity in various environments; 
and robust, resilient state estimation with 
outlier mitigation (e.g., non-line-of-sight 
GNSS and SOOP multipath in urban 
environments) via INS-based statistical 
gating of aiding measurements. 

� e three main fusion strategies in-
clude loose, tight and deep coupling that 

subsequently increase the level of inter-
action between inertial and aiding sen-
sors’ navigation and signal processing 
components. Progressing from loose to 
deep coupling improves the navigation 
accuracy and robustness. It may require 
modi� cations on the aiding sensor side, 
which in many cases can be accom-
plished via � rmware upgrades.

FIGURE 7 Example benefi t of deep coupling for LiDAR/INS integration. Ground vehicle test example 
where the vehicle was driven in a straight line. The INS is used to compensate tiling of the 2D 
LiDAR, which improves the cross-track positioning performance.
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ESA ESTEC
gets smart city treatment

The smart city scenario has become 
a familiar one to followers of high-
tech. Picture here, if you will, liv-

ing spaces where lights and information 
and entertainment systems switch on and 
o�  automatically as you move from room 
to room and from building to building, 
urban factories and warehouses staffed 
by autonomous robots operating without 
human intervention, transport systems 
where driverless taxis pull up to the curb 
right when you need them and where 
drones and other unmanned delivery 
vehicles place goods into your hands 
within minutes, wherever you may be.

Such spaces, � rst imagined by science 
fiction writers, are no longer a promise 
of the distant future, but are, slowly but 
surely, becoming a present-day reality.

“A smart city is an urban environ-
ment that exploits information and 
communication technology to improve 
the operational efficiency of the ser-
vices delivered there,” said Miquel 

Garcia-Fernandez, CTO and co-founder 
of Barcelona-based Rokubun, a company 
that develops high-accuracy naviga-
tion solutions for mass-market devices. 
Rokubun leads the HANSEL proj-
ect, demonstrating how to design and 
implement smart city infrastructure, 
using for its testbed the European Space 
Agency’s (ESA) European Space Research 
and Technology Centre (ESTEC) in 
Noordwijk, the Netherlands. The larg-
est of several ESA facilities spread across 
Europe, ESTEC is known to visitors from 
around the world as the home of ESA’s 
renowned Space Expo. It also houses one 
of the world’s most advanced navigation 
laboratories, the aptly named ESTEC 
Navigation Laboratory.

“ESTEC is not a city,” Garcia-Fernandez 
said, “but it is a large campus, with build-
ings, vehicles and streets, and it does 
resemble the urban environment. As such, 
it features the most common GNSS haz-
ards that occur in a city, such as obscured 

PETER GUTIERREZ, 
Inside GNSS’s European 
correspondent, is a senior 
reporter and editor based 
in Brussels, Belgium, who 
has written about Europe’s 
GNSS programs for many 
years. He received his 
bachelor’s degree from 
the University of Texas 
at Austin and a M.S. 

degree from the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst.

Rokubun, leading the HANSEL 
initiative, has set up an intelligent 
and fl exible ‘smart city’ 
infrastructure at The European 
Space Agency’s sprawling 
ESTEC facility in Noordwijk. The 
innovative system establishes the 
basis for future living space control 
and monitoring networks that will 
deliver key position-based services 
and other benefi ts for both citizen 
inhabitants and urban authorities.

BRUSSELS VIEW

ESA’s sprawling ESTEC 
facility hosts HANSEL.
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view, multipath, and so on, making it 
the perfect setup to test and validate new 
technologies.”

Applications and services associated 
with smart cities are, by all accounts, like-
ly to depend on well-conceived, seamless 
positioning, navigation and timing (PNT) 
infrastructure. ESTEC Radio Navigation 
Engineer Rui Sarnadas, ESA’s onsite proj-
ect officer for HANSEL, said, “The prime 
goal of the HANSEL testbed demonstra-
tor is to integrate various technologies in 
the field of positioning and navigation. 
What we have at ESTEC is a delimited 
geographic and administrative area in 
which different types of electronic data 
collection sensors can request, provide 
and exchange information among them-
selves within a managed network.”

A fundamental aspect of HANSEL, and 
one of the things that make it so innova-
tive when compared to other smart city 
initiatives, is the network exchanges are 
performed via a centralized server, the 
brain of the smart city, so to speak, and 
not in a direct peer-to-peer fashion. This 
allows for the execution of monitoring 
and control activities, as well as ad-hoc 
deployments, test campaigns and data 
collection for analysis.

GNSS plus
“Besides the cornerstone GNSS appli-
cations,” Sarnadas said, “the testbed 
deploys sensors and services leveraging 
on Wi-Fi and cellular infrastructure, 
with the objective of exploring and 
characterizing different PNT techniques 
such as GNSS+Wi-Fi hybridization, 
GNSS+cellular snapshot positioning, 
RTK and GNSS cooperative positioning.” 

The target, he said, is to demonstrate 
the concept of connected infrastructure 
that enables users to take advantage of 
the different technologies readily avail-
able in an urban context, for example 
via network connectivity and Android 
applications.

“With the HANSEL project, we’re pro-
viding more accurate and robust posi-
tioning capabilities,” Garcia-Fernandez 
said. “The main components of the 
testbed revolve mostly around satellite 

navigation systems and include collab-
orative positioning technology of user 
terminals, GNSS snapshot receivers to 
monitor interference and jamming, and 
the deployment of Wi-Fi access points 
and terminals that are compliant with the 
802.11mc protocol.”

Under HANSEL, GNSS and Wi-Fi are 
hybridized in a tight coupling strategy, 
at the ranging level. Compliance with 
the 802.11mc, specifying the set of media 
access control and physical layer protocols 
for implementing Wi-Fi communication, 
enables precise measurement of the travel 

time, i.e. ranges instead of signal strength, 
between terminals and access points. This 
creates a seamless indoor/outdoor posi-
tioning system, a firm foundation into 
which other ranging-based systems can 
be integrated, such as ultra-wideband 
[UWB] or 5G. “With an affordable refer-
ence GNSS receiver used with our tes-
tbed,” Garcia-Fernandez said, “we can 
achieve accurate positioning in a smart 
city scenario by means of RTK.”

“Of course, we’re working at a smaller 
scale than an actual city,” Sarnadas said, 
“but the system as implemented provides 
us a valuable means for deployments, 

experimentations and tests in our con-
trolled setting. Having roads, buildings, 
canopy and indoor environments similar 
to an open-sky and light urban settings, 
we gain the advantage of having end-to-
end control over the deployment, meaning 
location and type of sensors, users, etcet-
era, and the testbed services themselves. 
Bringing together all of the available infra-
structure—not only GNSS-related but also 
the Wi-Fi and cellular networks—we are 
able to exercise, generate and assess test 
scenarios for different applications.”

HANSEL has carried out a number of 
GNSS+Wi-Fi positioning experiments 
with a single smartphone, cooperative 
positioning using GNSS measurements 
with two smartphones, and snapshot 
positioning with GNSS+cellular SDR-
based sensors and remote processing.

Sarnadas said HANSEL is delivering a 
number of real benefits: “One clear exam-
ple is the expected increase in position 
solution availability and accuracy, when 
GNSS stand-alone solutions are impaired 
or simply not available. For this, the use 
of Wi-Fi RTT [Round-Trip-Time] mea-
surements, of cooperative positioning, or 
of hybridization with cellular measure-
ments, is fundamental.”

With the HANSEL system in place, 
where sensors, users and infrastructure 
can be mapped, supervised and main-
tained, additional benefits become evi-
dent. “To name a few,” Sarnadas said, 
“we can see energy saving by provision 
of a snapshot processing service, both for 
GNSS and cellular receivers, improved 
accuracy for GNSS users thanks to the 
availability of a controlled base station 
for RTK. We can deliver better hybrid 
positioning services by maintaining and 
disseminating accurate locations and 
timing for cellular base stations and Wi-Fi 
access points.” 

Better quality of service (QoS) is 
assured using a network of sensors for 
spectrum monitoring and interference 
detection and localization. Safety and 
security are increased via protected com-
mutations for authorized users only, and 
data exchange over a dedicated, private, 
smart city network.

”WITH THE HANSEL PROJECT,  

WE’RE PROVIDING MORE ACCURATE 

AND ROBUST POSITIONING 

CAPABILITIES. THE MAIN 

COMPONENTS OF THE TESTBED 

REVOLVE MOSTLY AROUND SATELLITE 

NAVIGATION SYSTEMS AND INCLUDE 

COLLABORATIVE POSITIONING 

TECHNOLOGY OF USER TERMINALS, 

GNSS SNAPSHOT RECEIVERS TO 

MONITOR INTERFERENCE AND 

JAMMING, AND THE DEPLOYMENT OF 

WI-FI ACCESS POINTS AND TERMINALS 

THAT ARE COMPLIANT WITH THE 

802.11MC PROTOCOL.”

Miquel Garcia-Fernandez,
CTO and co-founder, Rokubun 
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“Finally,” Sarnadas said, “we believe 
we can get more efficient resource usage 
using centralized asset tracking and mon-
itoring, with potential for optimizations 
and real-time management of registered 
positioning measurements, for example 
traffic jams, emergency situations and ad 
hoc deployments.”

Like clockwork
Rokubun is working with a number of key 
partners on the HANSEL project. 

“The Links Foundation has provided 
the expertise in the design and require-
ment specifications of a navigation tes-
tbed that may be potentially used in a 
smart city context,”Garcia-Fernandez 
said, “while Politecnico di Torino, in 
Italy, has been responsible for the design 
and implementation of a collaborative 
positioning system based on GNSS for 
smartphones.” 

The Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona 
designed and implemented the GNSS 
snapshot capabilities for interference and 
jamming monitoring and Spain’s Traffic 
Now is responsible for the testbed web 
interface design. 

“At Rokubun, we have been the prime 
contractor and responsible for the design 
of the testbed architecture, deployment of 
the complete system, including the GNSS 
reference station, and also the defini-
tion and implementation of the GNSS + 
Wi-Fi hybridization technology,” Garcia-
Fernandez said.

“We wanted to deploy a smart city ini-
tiative at ESTEC to enhance our infra-
structure in support of multiple R&D and 
industrial activities,” Sarnadas said. “In 
this sense, we wanted the HANSEL test-
bed to give us more flexibility on the cam-
pus, effectively bringing ESTEC closer to 
a ‘smart campus’.”

ESA issued a call for tenders under its 
Technology Development Element (TDE) 
program, aimed at providing concepts 
and demonstrators, at lower technology 
readiness level (TRL), for key ESA tech-
nology objectives. 

“In this framework,” Sarnadas said, 
“the activity ‘Navigation and GNSS 
in Smart Cities – Testbed Concept 
Definition,’ now known as HANSEL, was 
introduced to capture a set of positioning 

and navigation technologies and tech-
niques in a comprehensive and flexible 
testbed that allows real-world demonstra-
tion of the main concepts.”

Under ESA’s tender procedure, a num-
ber of excellent proposals were compre-
hensively evaluated. 

“For ESA, the task is never straightfor-
ward,” Sarnadas said, “since we are for-
tunate enough to receive very good pro-
posals from multiple European players, 
from industry to academia. In the end, the 
HANSEL proposal covered all the objec-
tives and tasks that were called for and the 
consortium brought forward indispensible 
expertise in the relevant areas.”

“This was a competitive process,” 
Garcia-Fernandez said. “Once we were 
selected, the execution of the project 
ran through several phases—design, 
implementat ion and test ing—a l l 

closely monitored by ESA technical offi-
cers through regular reporting as well as 
in-depth technical meetings and reviews 
at the end of each phase.”

In the run-up to the deployment of 
HANSEL at the ESTEC site, the team car-
ried out a series of key tests on a football 
field, where a reference station like the 
one to be used at ESTEC was employed 
to demonstrate precise positioning. The 
system successfully followed, with high 
accuracy, the trajectory of a GNSS receiv-
er placed on a moving cart. Additional 
GNSS software receivers placed on the 
same cart were used to assess the testbed’s 
snapshot processing capabilities.

“We took a step-by-step approach with 
the HANSEL deployment,” Sarnadas 
said. “It is not only a testbed but also an 
R&D tool in itself. For example, although 
many services are exploited continuously, 
several sensors are not permanently fixed 
within the campus and can be moved 
around, configured and used in service 
of specific ad hoc campaigns. In this 
sense, as we are continuously developing 
and adapting our Navigation Laboratory 
facilities to support Europe’s navigation 
activities, HANSEL has become another 
building block in support of ESTEC’s 
infrastructure.

“The relationship with Rokubun and 
the entire consortium has been very good 
and extremely fruitful,” he said. “We had 
the chance to put together experts in the 
different technologies and applications, 
coming from a number of different back-
grounds, and to get their full range of 
views on how to materialize the testbed. It 
should also be highlighted that HANSEL 
development partially coincided with the 
COVID-19 pandemic, especially during 
the field test campaigns, which of course 
was not without its challenges. But it also 
reinforced the importance of the good 
working relationship within the whole 
team during the project.”

Next steps
One of the key requirements of the 
HANSEL testbed was that it be easily 
expandable to include additional capa-
bilities and upgrades. 

“HANSEL could be potentially used 
to control, for example, delivery robots 
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Visitors know ESTEC as the home 
of ESA’s Space Expo.

”WE TOOK A STEP-BY-STEP APPROACH 

WITH THE HANSEL DEPLOYMENT. IT IS 

NOT ONLY A TESTBED BUT ALSO AN R&D 

TOOL IN ITSELF.”

ESTEC Radio Navigation Engineer Rui Sarnadas,
onsite project officer for HANSEL, ESA 
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operating in a smart city,” Garcia-
Fernandez said, “or to monitor certain 
receivers and incorporate new tech-
nologies for navigation such as UWB, 
Bluetooth, 5G and others, which will 
make GNSS more resilient against things 
like multipath, interference and/or 
spoo� ng.”

In terms of marketable applications, 
he said, “High-accuracy, indoor location 
through the hybridization of GNSS with 
other ranging technologies such as Wi-Fi, 
UWB or Bluetooth, would be of great use 
for indoor navigation and guidance in 
retail, trade fair and congress scenarios. 
And we also see potential for naviga-
tion systems based on vehicle-to-vehicle 
[V2V] communication protocols with 
immediate applicability to the automotive 
market.”

For Sarnadas, the project has clear 
implications for GNSS users: “We can 
think of proliferation of dual-frequency, 
mass-market receivers, authentication 

and high-accuracy services on one hand, 
and on the other hand we can have 
dedicated deployments for low-energy, 
snapshot and internet-of-things [IoT] use 
cases. � e nominal GNSS user will con-
tinue to have targeted stand-alone solu-
tions, although the existing GNSS caveats 
still play a role, those being impairments, 
interference, jamming, multipath, indoor 
penetration, visibility, etcetera.”

In the smart city context, 5G NR and 
ongoing standardization e� orts will fur-
ther enhance the capabilities not only of 
data communication but also of position-
ing services. “Another example is on the 
vehicular side,” Sarnadas said, “where 
V2X [vehicle-to-everything connectivity] 
also opens new avenues for exploiting 
user networks, data exchanges and inter-
user ranging.” 

However, there remain legitimate con-
cerns about the security and privacy of 
these applications, especially where user 
data is exchanged. “In fact,” Sarnadas 

said, “although the concept of smart-city-
as-a-service does look like an interest-
ing approach in many aspects, it should 
be leveraged against the target deploy-
ment objectives and core services to be 
provided.”

Ultimately, Sarnadas said, “the deploy-
ment and management of infrastructure 
and networks in a controlled way, leverag-
ing proven technologies and standard-
ization e� orts, in combination with the 
privacy and security that such a dedicated 
deployment can be designed to achieve, 
will be key di� erentiators as smart cities 
become a reality.”

In all, the HANSEL system hosted at 
the ESTEC Navigation Laboratory, with 
its variety of linked sensors, has provided 
valuable insights into the kind of collec-
tive networking and computing needed 
to get a range of intelligent elements to 
mesh seamlessly together, essentially a 
blueprint for the ‘brain’ of a future smart 
city. 
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Globa l Nav igat ion Satel l ite 
Systems (GNSS) offer an irre-
placeable service on provid-

ing Position, Velocity and Time (PVT) 
references for various applications. The 
growing reliance on GNSS has generated 
increased interest on its authentication, 
validity and security, which is undeniably 
challenging due to external interference. 
Inherently, the GNSS receiver is suscep-
tible to experiencing a range of distur-
bances during long-distance satellite-
to-receiver communication. The GNSS 
receiver can thus become a victim of a 
harmful third-party hacker, a situation 
the relevant literature shows is applicable 
and plausible [1],[2]. 

Major cybersecurity attacks against 
GNSS receivers include jamming and 
spoofing. While blocking one or more 
satellite channels, jamming attacks force 
the receiver tracking loop to be locked on 
a false high-powered correlation peak. 
Spoofing, often referred to as a smart 
attack, hijacks tracking correlation peaks 
with matched-power noise to create 
deviations in PVT solutions. Carefully 

Verifying spoofing countermeasures based on sparse signal processing.

ANTI-SPOOFING

Thwarting GPS Spoofing Attacks
As much as the dangers of spoofing 

are manifested through research work, a 
plethora of publications attempt to intro-
duce promising antispoofing counter-
measures [5],[6]. In general, antispoofing 
countermeasures may offer two funda-
mental features. Initially, the algorithm 
captures abnormal behavior discovered 
during either baseband or signal-level 
search. The aforementioned process 
is commonly referred to as detection. 
Several mechanisms halt their mission 
once spoofing detection is attained. 
Mitigation goes beyond detection in that 
it rejects the attack signal and produces 
accurate PVT estimates. 

Among the methodologies available in 
the literature, several target the baseband 
domain and strive to capture unpredict-
able or abnormal behaviors of any sort. 
More specifically, the relevant research 
often uses the observable changes on 
correlator peaks [7],[8], vector tracking 
loops [9] or power and automatic gain 
control [10],[11]. Such research some-
times requires supplementary circuitry 
to be included in off-the-shelf receivers 
or has to rely on one or more sophisti-
cated receivers. 

On the other hand, certain antispoof-
ing techniques focus on the signal-
level layer of the GPS receiver. These 

JUNHWAN LEE, ERICK SCHMIDT, NIKOLAOS GATSIS, DAVID AKOPIAN
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT SAN ANTONIO

designed spoofing attacks can bypass 
basic Receiver Autonomous Integrity 
Monitoring (RAIM ) detection mecha-
nisms. This article outlines a framework 
that defines various types of spoofing 
attacks based on their sparsity character-
istics and leverages the aforementioned 
properties toward showcasing and verify-
ing spoofing countermeasures.

Smart grid, an infrastructure that has 
significant reliance on timing synchroni-
zation via GPS, is a vulnerable target for 
malicious spoofing actors. In the work 
of [3], scenarios where time synchroni-
zation attacks (TSAs) lead to failures in 
power system state estimation are illus-
trated, which may eventually cause fail-
ure to take a corrective action. Another 
significant application that has attracted 
prominent research and heavily hinges 
upon the position and velocity estima-
tions of GNSS receivers is unmanned 
autonomous vehicle (UAV) navigation. 
The spatial spoofing research is rich in 
analyzing attack mechanisms, whose 
effects are chiefly showcased on UAVs or 
other vehicles [2],[4].
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ANTI-SPOOFING

FIGURE 1 Second and third orders bias attacks and their derivatives in acceleration and jerk domains, respectively. They depict sparsity in higher 
domains according to the attack order types.

techniques strive to detect anomalies in 
observable sequences such as carrier-to-
noise ratio [12], and navigational drift 
[13],[14]. This article falls in the latter 
category and exploits common GPS 
observables, that is, pseudorange and 
pseudorange rate as a pair, to protect 
the receiver against malicious spoof-
ing. Moreover, the presented algorithm 
is cost-effective; it can run on a single 
rudimentary receiver assisted with soft-
ware routines such as the freely deployed 
Android software.

This article presents the basics of an 
algorithm that is capable of autonomous 
spoofing detection and mitigation of 
joint attacks against time and position. 
Specifically, the present work focuses on 
stationary receivers and, with respect to 
the position attack, it provides an effec-
tive method to capture and reject an 
attack against a single position coordi-
nate. The developed model expands on 
our previous work [15] that deals with 
TSAs only.

GPS Observable Pair
The fundamental GPS observables 
we used to contrive the antispoofing 
mechanism are the pseudorange and 
pseudorange rate pair. These data 
are ty pica l ly accessible in mobi le 
phones, for example, with certain 
applications installed as well as off-
the-shelf commercial receivers. This 
section brief ly discusses the observ-
able pair and how the PVT excursion 
is arranged.

Pseudorange (ρn) refers to the com-
puted satellite-to-receiver distance. The 
satellite and user position are respectively 
denoted by pn=[xn yn zn ]

T and user posi-
tion pu=[xu yu zu ]T where n = 1,2,…,N 
refers to the total number of tracking 
satellites represented in Earth-Centered 
Earth-Fixed (ECEF) coordinates. The 
3-dimensional Euclidean norm based 
on the difference in satellite-to-receiver 
positions can generate the true range of 
the user, which, however, differs from 
observed pseudorange reported by the 
receiver due to the induced clock biases 
at the satellite and user ends, respectively 
denoted by bn and bu. 

(1)

where c represents the speed of light, and 
any Gaussian white noise is captured in 

.
A complementary component in 

the measurement pair is Doppler rate, 
or alternatively referred to as the pseu-
dorange rate. Caused by the effect of 
Doppler shift that is generated between 
maneuvering satellites and the receiver, 
the pseudorange rate must satisfy the fol-
lowing consistency requirement: 

(2)

where satellite n’s velocity is referred 
to as vn=  and the velocity of 
the receiver as vu= . During 
satellite-to-receiver data communica-
tion, the user readily obtains information 
in regard to all the visible satellites such 
as position (pn), velocity (vn), and clock 

offset and bias (  and ), which in turn 
leaves user PVT variables (pu, vu, bu, and 

) as unknown.
Once measurement data was fully cap-

tured on the receiver, we performed a 
sanity check examination using Equation 
2 to attain the validity of acquired data. 
The pair of pseudorange and pseudor-
ange rate equations needs to be linearized 
for two reasons.  The user position pu in 
Equation 1 is under the Euclidean norm, 
which is a nonlinear function. Also, 
considering pseudorange rate equation, 
though not stated in this article, includes 
the user velocity under the Euclidean 
norm as well. 

Although general-purpose nonlinear 
programming (NLP) solvers are avail-
able, a linearized model can leverage 
the computational advantages of convex 
optimization solvers, namely rapidly 
calculating PVT solutions, without los-
ing accuracy. The linearization is per-
formed using Taylor series expansion. 
Because the present work is concerned 
with stationary receivers, the observed 
pair are linearized with respect to a fixed 
known user position reference, pu.ref, and 
zero velocity reference vu= 0. See [17] for 
a detailed derivation of the linearization. 
To clarify the observed model versus 
linearized pair, we refer to linearized 
pseudorange and pseudorange rate as 

 and . 
In the presence of spoofing, injected 

attacks are modeled as additive to the 
measurement pair. The following equa-
tions manifest the representation of 
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spoofed pseudorange and pseudorange 
rate:

(3)

where  and  represent spoofing 
signals injected on pseudorange and 
pseudorange rate, respectively. The 
attacked pseudoranges and pseudor-
ange rates are conventionally provided 
as inputs to traditional algorithms such 
as Weighted Least Squares (WLS) or 
extended Kalman Filter (EKF), which 
output the PVT solutions to the end user. 
� us, the abnormal behavior captured in 
pseudoranges is transferred on the PVT 
solutions. 

Spoofi ng Attack Order
In our previous work [15], we speci� cally 
consider TSAs and examine whether 
higher-order discrete-time derivatives 
of the spoo� ng signal are sparse, that is, 
exhibit spike-like behavior. � is article 
extends the premise to attacks against a 
single position coordinate, and we spe-
cifically focus on  the z coordinate in 
ECEF domain. Following [15], we analyze 
the smallest order derivative where the 
attack exhibits evident spikes and de� ne 
the attack accordingly. For instance, a 
so-called Type I attack in [13] can be 
re-identified as a first order attack for 
the sparsity occurs in velocity domain, 
or equivalently in the � rst derivative of 
position.

Considering the bias domain, we 
define second order and third order 
attacks with examples depicted in 
Figure 1. � e second order attack with 
increasing trend is shown in Figure 1a, 
whose second derivative (the accel-
eration) features two spikes at 100 and 
300 seconds. Figure 1b depicts subtle 
gradual changes akin to third order 
attack where the sparsity is achieved 
on the third derivative (jerk domain). 
� e chief advantage in de� ning spoof-
ing pro� les to bene� t the development 
of antispoo� ng models is the fact that 
sparsity appears on the jerk domain for 
the majority of attacks reported in the 
literature. 

Spoofi ng Consistency
Attack consistency is inspired by the 

measurement integrity in Equation 2. 
Applying the rationale to the spoo� ng 
signal, a consistent attack is required to 
satisfy the following condition:

(4)

If the attacks fail to satisfy (4), it can be 
referred to as a non-consistent attack. An 
example of a consistent attack is TSA [13]. 
While ful� lling measurement integrity, 

deviating signals on psuedorange and 
pseudorange rate are explicitly mani-
fested on clock bias and dri� . Particular 
applications vulnerable to TSAs are 
electric power grid operations that are 
driven by Phasor Measurement Unit 
(PMU) readings. PMUs are equipped 
with (stationary) GPS receivers, whose 
timing errors translate into voltage and 
current phase angle deviations. These 
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can subsequently lead to erroneous state 
estimation for the power grid [20]. The 
authentic spoofing database TEXBAT 
corroborates the aforementioned TSA 
characteristics, which also can be incited 
with baseband spikes.

In case of spatial spoofing, the attack 
may be defined as consistent or non-
consistent depending on the targeted 
domain. If the spoofer aims to solely vary 
a position estimate and leaves the velocity 
domain intact, that would be an example 
of a non-consistent attack. Consistent 
spatial attacks result in modification on 
position and velocity domains.

This article considers attacks against 
two domains: TSA (clock bias b) and 
single-coordinate position (coordinate 
z), whereby time and spatial solutions 
are simultaneously affected. This condi-
tion is called a joint attack. In practical 
applications, such complicated spoofing 
can be achieved by having the receiver 
hacked by different data sources [21]. 
For joint attack simulation, we only 
examine consistent attack because 
TSA must be applied with the spoofing 
integrity. 

GPS Dynamic Equations
The GPS receiver is described by a 
dynamical system that follows the ran-
dom walk model [16]:

(5)

where xk stands for state variable vec-
tor, Fk is the state transition matrix, and 
wk refers to the state transition noise. 
Although in a stationary environment, 
the position does not vary and the 

velocities in x, y, z remain zero, Equation 
5 is adopted in the present work because 
xk may contain deviating signals, and 
specifically, attacks that modify the solu-
tion in the b or z domains. Including the 
unknown xk as an optimization vari-
able may be beneficial toward recovering 
the authentic PVT solution. Further, as 
mentioned earlier, the spoofing signal 
variables are appended for the system to 
delineate authentic PVT solutions with 
inflicting signals, with linearized mea-
surement vectors zk=[zρ zρ⋅]

T, which can 
be expressed as the following:

(6)

in which sk place-holds captured deviat-
ing signals introduced on z-position (sz), 
velocity, (sz⋅), clock bias (sb) and drift (sb⋅). 
Such formulation aims to capture the 
attack introduced onto the clock tim-
ing and z-domain. Lastly,  represents 
the zero mean Gaussian measurement 
noise with covariance matrix Rk=diag

 that can 
determine uncertainties of observed 
measurements.

Proposed Anti-Spoofing Technique
The proposed anti-spoofing technique 
is based on a minimization formula-
tion that lends robustness against the 
spoofing attacks described earlier. The 
following minimization is performed 
as solver estimates , 

:

(7)

Equation 7 consists of four objectives 
that serve the anti-spoofing scheme. The 
first summation term is derived from  
the measurement in Equation 6. The sec-
ond term examines the PVT behaviors 
in relation to the random walk model. 
The third and fourth terms, nominally 
referred to as penalization functions, 
each represent the higher-order domain 
where sparse spikes are likely to be dis-
played in position and clock aspects, 
respectively. The first and second terms 
jointly encourage PVT solutions that 
satisfy measurement integrity. With the 
help of penalization terms, the technique 
is capable of filtering accurate PVT esti-
mations against attacks. The matrix D 
constructs the third-order derivative of 
the respective sequences and is defined 
as follows:

(8)

The selection hinges upon the obser-
vation that realistic spoofing typically 
exhibits sparsity in the third-order deriv-
ative domain (jerk).

The performance of the technique 
depends on the selection of the fac-
tors λz and λb. These must be selected 
for each receiver. The proper values of 
λz and λb can tune the level of spar-
sity that emerges as solution from (7), 
as well as the relative emphasis that 
is placed among the four objectives 
in Equation 9. Proper tuning based 
on rea l ist ic at tacks and in repre-
sentative environments is therefore 
recommended. 

Another parameter that affects the 
quality of the solution is the state noise 
covariance matrix. This must be set up 
with appropriate values correspond-
ing to the static receiver. Overall, the 
optimization problem in (9) is a convex 
quadratic program that can be solved 
with relatively small computational 
effort.

Simulation Methodology 
To simulate and visualize the malignant 
effect of various spoofing types, we use 
a GPS receiver testbed that incorporates 
the wired and wireless signal transmis-
sion and reception simulations. We 
transmit a pre-recorded GPS signal via 

ANTI-SPOOFING

FIGURE 2 Experimental set up in block diagram.
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signal generator, namely Clean Static 
(CS) scenario from TEXBAT database 
[1]. Interfaced with LabView developed 
software along with PCIe, the GPS sig-
nal transmitter uses a NI PXIe-1075 
Chassis with a PXIe 5673 RF Signal 
Generator broadcasting via Vert 900 
antenna.

Once transmitter setup is complete, 
the user has two choices as per the simu-
lation. The unprocessed data is directly 
fed into the wired Software Defined 
Radio (SDR) developed in our lab [22], 
which rapidly processes the raw data 
into precise and comprehensible GPS 
information for the user. On the other 
hand, users can opt to deliver the signal 
over-the-air (OTA) via the connected 
antenna, in which the Huawei receiver, 
located about 5 to 6 meters away from 
the transmitter, captures and processes 
the signal with the GNSSLogger applica-
tion [23]. 

The wireless route inherently con-
tains more noise and consequently has 
higher uncertainties than the wired 
method. Thus, wired SDR empowers 
the PVT processing algorithms such as 
WLS and EKF to deliver more accurate 
position and time estimation. In this 
article, we exploit synthetically fabri-
cated spoofing attacks while targeting a 
single position and time domain, namely 
z-domain in ECEF coordinate and clock 
bias estimation. 

The attacks described next are syn-
thetically added to the output of the 
TEXBAT CS scenario after it is replayed 

over the SDR and the Huwaei receiver. 
We initially confirm our algorithm 
attains robustness against TSA in various 
spoofing profiles as our previous works 
do [15], then simulation manifests the 
algorithm also can detect and mitigate 
the disturbance that aims to inflict 1) sole 
z-domain and 2) z-domain and clock bias 
simultaneously. 

Each spoofing scenario is comprised 
of first, second and third order types 
of attacks while maintaining a mini-
mum of 600 meters of deviation. The 
routines processing raw measurements 
that are reported from two receiver test 
beds, as well as PVT acquisition algo-
rithms, namely, WLS, EKF and our algo-
rithm, are all written in MATLAB. The 
MATLAB-friendly convex optimization 
modeling software, cvx, is used to solve 
the quadratic program in the novel algo-
rithm, and is employed in the effort to 
estimate the correct PVT solution and 
the spoofing attack.

Numerical Results
This section reports and examines the 
output of synthetic attack simulations. 
Both the SDR and the Huawei commer-
cial receiver accumulate the TEXBAT 
clean static data, and we added the 
tailored spoofing scenarios onto the 
processed pseudorange pair. Multiple 
figures depict the outstanding perfor-
mance of our algorithm, numerically 
compared by using Root-Mean-Sqaure-
Error (RMSE) values against the estima-
tion produced by EKF. The following 

equation defines the RMSE for the 
z-coordinate:

(9)

Scenario 1: TSA
Figure 3 shows the result of sole TSA 
spoofing on the SDR receiver. A total 
of 600 meter magnitude deviation is 
applied to the clock bias; the drift changes 
accordingly. The third order spoofing 
profile has the smoothest shape that can 
have numerous sparse spikes on the jerk 
domain. Based on the consistency char-
acteristic of TSA, the deviating shape 
and magnitude applied on clock bias are 
exactly identical to modifying signals 
on psuedoranges. Though the spoofing 
setting is identical to the experience exe-
cuted in the work of [15], the algorithm 
based on the minimization of (7) differs 
from the approach shown in aforemen-
tioned paper.

The primary task of third component 
in (7) is to filter the estimated attack 
from the correct PVT solution, xk. We 
select λb=10. The optimization problem 
acknowledges the abnormal behavior 
on the bias domain, also by expecting 
subtle sparse peaks on jerk. Figure 3a
shows the clean (WLS output), attacked 
(EKF output) and corrected (optimiza-
tion output) of z position, velocity, clock 
bias and drift estimations. As Figure 3a
suggests, the corrected solutions all 
maintained to be less than absolute 20 
meters. Further, the RMSE error on 
z coordinate is reduced from 389.22 

FIGURE 3 Response of Consistent TSA third order attack applied on CS data. Figure 3a (left) indicates estimated state on position and velocity z as well 
as lock bias and drift. Figure 3b (right) depicts estimated attack on clock bias and its third derivative.
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meters to 2.25 meters. Figure 3b depicts 
the estimated attack, which turns out to 
be similar to the applied attack.

Scenario 2: Spatial Spoofing
The second scenario explores the second 
order spatial spoofing where only the 
position estimate is affected by the pseu-
dorange deviation. The deviating magni-
tude gradually increases from 100 to 300 
seconds with ultimate amplitude of 600 
meters. The second order spoofing profile 
expects to show peaks in acceleration 
and jerk domains. The major improve-
ment made with respect to our previ-
ous approach [15] is attaining robustness 
against spatial spoofing. Due to measure-
ment linearization, our algorithm has 
the capability to search more than clock 
domain.

The plots in Figure 3 express the result 
of sole spatial spoofing in z-domain, 
namely the result of the optimization 
after applying the synthetic attack to 
the replayed CS scenario over the SDR 
and the Huawei receiver. Even though 
the Huawei recordings in Figure 4b
have more noise than the SDR record-
ings shown in Figure 4a, both cases 
successfully captured and mitigated 
the attack using a tuning parameter 
of λz=10. Further, the RMSE value for 
the z domain in the SDR case reduced 
from 389.22 meters to 6.03 meters; and 
the corresponding one for the Huawei 
receiver decreased from 357.37 meters to 
32.77 meters. Other variables produced 
by the optimization such as z-velocity, 

clock bias, and drift, are estimated very 
closely to the ground truth.

Scenario 3: Joint Attack
The third spoofing scenario for a sta-
tionary receiver is the joint TSA and 
spatial attack. Because TSA is supposed 
to be a consistent attack, we simulate 
an overall consistent joint attack with 
600 meters maximum magnitude and 
third-order profile. The joint spoofing 
was only able to be rejected upon tun-
ing of the penalization terms. Figure 
5 indicates the algorithm successfully 
mitigates the attack on any domains of 
search. The RMSE value also has been 
reduced similarly to Scenarios 1 and 
2. This manifests that the developed 
algorithm can deny any type of spoof-
ing attack whether it targets singular or 
multiple domains.

Conclusion and Summary
This article develops a technique to miti-
gate joint spoofing against time and a 
single position coordinate in station-
ary GPS receivers. To this end, a suitable 
linearization of the GPS measurement 
equation is presented and sparsity char-
acteristics of attacks are reviewed. The 
technique relies on minimization of a 
multi-criterion objective that includes 
penalization giving rise to sparse solu-
tions. Three synthetic spoofing scenarios 
are successfully mitigated. The result-
ing RMSE values in each scenario are 
reduced significantly versus the EKF 
estimations, meanwhile the absolute 
error is small as well. Our current work 
[17] focuses on expanding the model 
to receivers with slow dynamics, suc-
cessful mitigation of joint attacks an all 
PVT domains analyzing the effects of 
different attack orders and degrees of 
consistency, and validation with authen-
tic spoofed signals from the TEXBAT 
database, as opposed to synthetic attacks 
only.
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ANTI-SPOOFING

FIGURE 4 These figures depict the result of the optimization under z-domain non-consistent spatial spoofing. The synthetic attack is applied on 
the TEXBAT CS scenario, after it is replayed over the SDR [left] or the Huawei receiver [right]. Due to the evident second order attack in Figure 4a, 
sparsity in jerk domain is guaranteed and captured by the optimization problem.

FIGURE 5 The result of third order consistent 
joint attack against z-domain and clock 
timings.
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Inside GNSS recently spoke with CEO Don Burnette in an exclusive interview 
about the company’s fourth-generation platform, an autonomous truck 
that’s taking a different approach to PNT.

SELF-DRIVING TRUCKS

Kodiak Robotics, Inc. has been on 
a bit of a roll lately, developing 
automated solutions for long-

haul truck routes in the southern parts 
of the U.S. 

The self-driving trucking company 
made a big announcement on that front 
in August, unveiling a partnership with 
Pilot Company, the largest travel center 
operator in North America, to develop 
autonomous truck services at Pilot and 
Flying J travel centers. 

The companies are creating an autono-
mous truck port in the Atlanta area to 
evaluate potential service offerings and 
explore scalable solutions. The possibili-
ties include spaces to pick up and drop off 
autonomous trucking loads; conducting 
inspections; maintaining and refueling 

KEVIN JOST

Kodiak Robotics relies on lightweight  
mapping for autonomous truck PNT

trucks; and the ability to transfer data for 
feature development and mapping. 

The partnership is significant for both 
Kodiak and the industry. It establishes 
players like Pilot and its travel centers 
as premier locations to facilitate the 
various services autonomous trucks will 
need when they’re in production and 
deployed commercially, Kodiak CEO 
Don Burnette said. In addition, the Pilot 
centers will be access points for transfer-
ring data.

The Pilot partnership is just the latest 
development in Kodiak’s accelerating 
growth phase in 2022, with significant 
expansion coming in its service footprint 
and partner network as well.

In July, the company announced a 
partnership with 10 Roads Express, a 
provider of time sensitive surface trans-
portation for the U.S. Postal Service, 
expanding the company’s service to 
Florida. And earlier this year, Kodiak 
announced a new route between Dallas 
and Oklahoma City with CEVA Logistics 
and a route between Dallas and Atlanta 
with U.S. Xpress.

A Fourth-Generation Autonomous Truck
This commercial success is being driven 
in part by the leading-edge technology in 
Kodiak’s fourth-generation autonomous 
truck. The new generation is designed for 
improved autonomous system robust-
ness, with greater fleet uptime, manufac-
turing and serviceability in mind—all of 
which are critical to scaling the technol-
ogy quickly, safely and efficiently, accord-
ing to the company.

“Complex and bulky systems that 
require an engineer to hand-build and 
hand-tune are expensive, unreliable 
and difficult to debug,” said Burnette, 
who co-founded the Mountain View, 
CA-based Kodiak Robotics with COO 
Paz Eshel. “We believe that reliability 
and scalability flow from simplicity, and 
the best hardware modifications should 
be barely visible. Our fourth-generation 

All photos courtesy of Kodiak Robotics.

Kodiak Robotics’ fourth-
generation autonomous truck.

Don Burnette, CEO, Kodiak Robotics

“We do it differently. 
We have a very sparse 
mapping solution that 
only includes the road 
network—the lane 
connectivity information.”
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platform is designed for simple, scaled 
production, which means easy calibra-
tion, troubleshooting and maintenance 
for our partners.”

The truck features a modular and more 
discreet sensor suite in three locations—
a slim-profile “center pod” on the front 
roof above the windshield and pods inte-
grated into both sideview mirrors. This 
better-integrated sensor placement is said 
to vastly simplify sensor installation and 
maintenance while also increasing safety.

The autonomous driving system fea-
tures Luminar’s Iris LiDAR, Hesai’s 
360-degree scanning LiDARs for side- 
and rear-view detection, ZF’s Full Range 
Radar, and the Nvidia Drive platform for 
the AI brains.

The Kodiak Vision perception sys-
tem considers every sensor—including 
LiDAR, camera and radar—as primary, 
according to the company. All three sen-
sors are purpose-built to meet the needs 
of autonomous trucks, which must “see” 
long-range in a variety of weather condi-
tions to safely operate at highway speeds.

The system fuses information from 
the sensors and considers the relative 
strengths and weaknesses of each type. 
It incorporates extra redundancies and 
cross-validates data, adding another layer 
of safety to the self-driving system.

The patent-pending mirror pods—
which will start with one Hesai LiDAR, 
two long-range 4D radars and three cam-
eras—don’t require specialized sensor cali-
bration. Rather than replacing a sensor 
in need of maintenance, a mechanic can 

SELF-DRIVING TRUCKS

replace the mirror pod in minutes. This 
single point of integration will allow for 
maintenance and serviceability at scale.

To make sense of all the data, the 
trucks will feature Nvidia Drive Orin, 

once available, as the supercomputing 
platform. With more than 250 TOPS 
(trillion operations per second) of com-
pute performance, the platform is archi-
tected for safety and addresses system-
atic safety standards such as ISO 26262 
ASIL-D (Automotive Safety Integrity 
Level-D). In the interim, Kodiak will 
use the current-generation Nvidia Drive 
AGX Pegasus to process data from 
cameras.

The Importance of PNT
When it comes to positioning, navigation 
and timing (PNT), Burnette said it “is def-
initely an area where we feel like Kodiak is 
really innovating within the space.” 

Within a mapping and localization 
framework, he said “ultimately the robot 
needs to answer the question, ‘Where 
am I?’ And once it knows where it is, 
then it needs to ask the question, ‘How 
do I drive from here?’ And then you just 
repeat those questions.” 

Historically, most companies have 
implemented high-definition (HD) 
maps of the environment using vehicle 
sensors to identify fine details like road 
texture surfaces, paint markings, tree 
trunks, buildings, sides of buildings, etc, 
Burnette said. 

“You name it, they put it in the map, 
and then they use that map to position 
themselves very finely in the real world,” 
he said. “And then they use an IMU 
[inertial measurement unit] to inter-
polate between those position-based 
preferences.”

His company diverges from the indus-
try in this respect.

“We do it differently,” he said. “We 
have a very sparse mapping solution that 
only includes the road network—the lane 
connectivity information.”

For instance, the Kodiak system and 
lightweight Sparse map keep track of 
the number of lanes and their relation to 
each other and know where the exits and  
cloverleafs are. 

“From there, we localize based on what 
our sensors see relative to the lane mark-
ings that are relevant for driving, much 
the same way [that] humans do,” he said.

Kodiak engineers use an IMU to inter-
polate truck location as it moves down 
the road.

“Our positioning is very high fidelity in 
a lateral sense, but it’s not as high fidelity 
in a longitudinal sense,” Burnette said. 
“It just doesn’t matter if we’re one foot 
farther or one foot back on the road. As 
long as we’re close enough to be within 
the vicinity, we can identify key markers 
to tell us where we need to take our exits 
and where to expect other vehicles to be.”

That’s where GPS comes in.
“We have a very loose reliance on 

GPS just to bootstrap the system when 

Kodiak Robotics was co-
founded by (l-to-r) CEO Don 
Burnette and COO Paz Eshel.

“Our positioning is 
very high fidelity in a lateral 
sense, but it’s not as high 
fidelity in a longitudinal 
sense.  It just doesn’t matter 
if we’re one foot farther 
or one foot back on the 
road. As long as we’re close 
enough to be within the 
vicinity, we can identify key 
markers to tell us where 
we need to take our exits 
and where to expect other 
vehicles to be.”

Don Burnette, CEO, Kodiak Robotics
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we’re just getting started to kind of tell us 
where we are initially,” he said, “but also 
then to pull us gradually along longitu-
dinally to maintain that semi accuracy.” 

Reliability is King
While performance and cost are impor-
tant considerations for IMUs and GPS 
units—as well as the perception sen-
sors—for autonomy, the key metric 
Kodiak developers are interested in is 
reliability.

“I think this is a bit of a surprise for 
most people, and it applies to all the sen-
sors,” Burnette said. “At this stage, we’re 
not looking for improved performance. I 
think we have the performance we need 
from our sensors, compute and hard-
ware that would be acceptable to launch 

this product safely. Cost is somewhat 
important, but what we really care about 
is reliability.”

� e company has not announced the 
sources for its IMU and GPS unit, but 
wants suppliers capable of building solu-
tions that can withstand the harsh envi-
ronment trucks face day in and day out 
without breaking.

“If you can build a unit that will go 
hundreds of thousands of miles on the 
highway without breaking, that’s what 
we care about,” he said. “We care about 
reliability much more than any kind of 
fancy gizmo.”

The ability to withstand the typical 
shock/vibration is a top consideration, 
especially for IMUs, along with water 
ingress and temperature swings. 

Kodiak Driver sensors and their ranges. Kodiak Vision raw sensor data.

“We drive in the heat of a Texas sum-
mer where it can get extremely hot, and 
it also must be able to work in the bitter 
cold,” he said. “So, temperature, shock 
and vibe, water, ingress, reliability—just 
general wear and tear—those are the 
types of things that we evaluate.”

Those evaluations continue as the 
company aims to integrate its self-driv-
ing so� ware and hardware, the Kodiak 
Driver, into production customer trucks 
in early 2025. Kodiak Driver will oper-
ate self-driving � eets for a low per-mile 
subscription fee.

Kodiak focuses on easy 
SensorPod maintenance.
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SPOOFING AND JAMMING

A look at a multiscale interference monitoring approach using several 
different detectors, as well as an overview of fi ndings of an interference 
monitoring camapaign conducted at a European airport.

Mitigating the threat of jamming 
and spoofi ng to aeronautics 

Global navigation satellite systems 
(GNSS) have become increas-
ingly important in many di� er-

ent fields of application, including the 
aeronautical domain. With the growing 
dependency on GNSS for various safety-
critical applications, both the threat of 
intentional signal disturbances and the 
number of reported incidents of jamming 
are increasing. Even spoofing attacks, 
which were long thought of as a theo-
retical threat requiring high effort and 
knowledge, can today be conducted using 
relatively cheap so� ware-de� ned radios 
(SDRs) and open-source so� ware.

Aeronautics depends on GNSS in sev-
eral ways, including in-� ight navigation, 
ground-based augmentation systems 
(GBAS) and surveillance. Recent publica-
tions have shown vulnerabilities of GNSS 
systems against jamming and spoofing 
and demonstrated that receiver autono-
mous integrity monitoring (RAIM), 
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which is widely used in aviation, provides 
limited defense against intentional inter-
ference [1,2]. � erefore, there’s a need for 
the development, evaluation and use of 
dedicated interference monitoring algo-
rithms, targeting jamming and spoo� ng, 
that are applicable to the most vulner-
able phases of f light (i.e. approach and 
landing).

While on-board interference detection 
and mitigation is considered important 
for the long-term evolution of GNSS 
in aviation, both commercial and gen-
eral, the approach presented here uses 
a ground-based monitoring station to 
detect interference and issue a warn-
ing to the users. When deployed in the 
vicinity of an airport, such a system can 
secure GNSS during approach and land-
ing, which is critical. � e ground-based 
design can be mounted at a fixed loca-
tion, can be more power consuming and 
is less restricted by long-term certi� cation 
requirements for aviation equipment.

Background
GNSS signals are susceptible to inten-
tional interference without requiring 
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very high signal power or overly com-
plex equipment. This has been widely 
reported in literature, gaining public 
interest in 2001 with the Volpe report 
[3], which assessed the dependencies 
of the transportation infrastructure on 
GPS and the vulnerabilities to signal 
interference. The two main factors con-
tributing to the vulnerability of GNSS 
signals against interference are the low 
received signal power (below thermal 
noise) and the open and publicly known 
signal structure. Although modernized 
signals counter the vulnerabilities by 
employing more sophisticated modula-
tion schemes like higher-order binary 
offset carrier (BOC) or authentication 
features, these countermeasures cannot 
provide perfect interference mitigation. 
Many systems also still rely on older 
signals.

Signal Model
To counter the threat of intentional inter-
ference, it is important to understand 
GNSS signal structure. Therefore, a basic 
signal model used throughout the devel-
opment of the detection algorithms is 
presented here. The equations are derived 
from [4].

According to [4], a radio frequency 
(RF) signal xRF(t) can be written

(1)

as a function of time t at a certain car-
rier frequency fc, with the in-phase I 
and quadrature-phase Q components 
xI (t) and xQ(t). These two components 
are orthogonal to each other and share 
the same power normalization factor of 
√ 2. The 90° phase delay of the quadra-
ture component leads to the signals 
being right-handed circularly polarized 
(RHCP).

GNSS uses both the I and Q compo-
nents of the baseband signal to transmit 
more than one navigational signal on 
the same carrier wave, which is generally 
known as quadrature phase shift key-
ing (QPSK). In this modulation scheme, 
each component is spread across a certain 
bandwidth by using binary phase shift 
keying (BPSK) or BOC modulation. For 
actual transmission of information to the 
receiver, a navigation message D(t) ∈ [1; 1] 
(at signal level) is introduced in addition, 

leading to a single signal component y(t)
reading

(2)

where P(t) denotes the power of the signal 
component, A(t) is the amplitude and C(t) 
is the binary spreading sequence or pseu-
dorandom noise (PRN) code. Inserting 
(2) into (1) yields

(3)

as generic model of a typical GNSS signal 
as transmitted by a satellite. The received 
signal of a single satellite on Earth can be 
expressed as

(4)

where τ(t) denotes the code delay, φ0 is the 
phase delay and fD(t) denotes the Doppler 
frequency shift due to the relative motion 
between satellite and receiver. The over-
all signal received contains the signals 
of all satellites in view as well as thermal 
noise and can thus be expressed (using the 
trigonometric identity as shown in [4]) as

(5)

with si being the signal from satellite i
attenuated by ai(t), N denoting the num-
ber of satellites in view and n(t) being 
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).

Intentional Interference
GNSS interference can be unintentional 
(e.g., inter-system interference, multipath, 
etc.) or intentional. Unintentional inter-
ference generally can be better controlled 
and mitigated [5–7] and is not the pri-
mary focus of this work. Intentional inter-
ference is categorized into the two main 
categories, jamming and spoofing, which 
pose a significant risk to GNSS measure-
ments. Jamming denotes the transmis-
sion of high-powered signals with the goal 
to shadow the GNSS signals so a receiver 
cannot acquire and track them. Typical 
jamming signals are chirp or noise signals 
with a bandwidth matching or exceeding 
the bandwidth of the respective GNSS 
bands they target. 

A good overview of available civil jam-
ming devices and their signal character-
istics is presented in [8]. The signal model 
presented in (5) in case of jamming is 
extended as

(6)

with sj(t) denoting the jamming signal. As 
mentioned, the actual waveform of this 
jamming signal is not primarily impor-
tant. Any interference signal leads to a 
decrease in carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N0) 
of the received satellite signals, which, if 
the decrease is high enough, leads to the 
inability of acquisition and tracking.

Spoofing denotes the transmission of fake 
GNSS signals with the goal to falsify (spoof) 
the position, velocity and time (PVT) solu-
tion of the receiver under attack. For this, 
spoofing signals have to be modulated in 
the same way authentic satellites are modu-
lated. The navigation messages also usually 
have to be mimicked for a spoofing attack to 
work well. Typical spoofing attacks rely on 
either a GNSS signal generator or a modified 
(usually software-defined) GNSS receiver 
[9]. The signal model in case of spoofing is 
extended to

(7)

where the superscript S denotes a spoofing 
signal. The spoofing signals’ code delay 

 as received not only depends on the 
actual and spoofed position but also on 
the spoofer’s synchronization error. This 
contains the error in time synchroniza-
tion relative to the GNSS time as well as 
the error in the estimation of the victim 
receivers’ position, which is crucial for 
successful spoofing attacks.

GNSS Interference in Aeronautics
Interference has multiple potential 
impacts on aircraft systems. The most 
common impact is the complete loss of 
GNSS reception, which results in loss 
of position, navigation and time (PNT). 
However, given the variety of systems 
operating, the impacts will not be homog-
enous across all fleets and equipage. In 
some cases, the GNSS signal could be 
degraded but not completely lost, result-
ing in decreased position accuracy. 

The aircraft receiver is the main source of 
position information, which drives the air-
craft navigation system supporting required 
navigation performance (RNP) operations 
and providing position input to different 
aircraft systems. Some business aircraft 
even use GNSS as a reference source for 
aircraft flight control and stability systems 
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[10]. GNSS interference, either intentional 
or unintentional, introduces a threat to the 
navigation equipment via di� erent vectors. 

A wide variety of aircra�  and ground 
systems rely on proper GNSS service and 
thus have to be assessed in terms of the 
e� ects of a malfunctioning service a� ect-
ing di� erent � ight phases. Figure 1 gives a 
holistic overview of the impacts of a jam-
ming/spoo� ng attack.

Development of a Multiscale Interference 
Monitoring Algorithm
The effect of interference on a GNSS 
receiver can be recognized within various 
stages of the signal processing as indicated 
in Figure 1. � erefore, it is considered vital 
for reliable interference monitoring to 
also target all of these stages by combin-
ing di� erent detectors within a multiscale 
approach. � is ensures high reliability in 
terms of high detection probability and 
low false-alarm rates. During the develop-
ment, special attention was also paid to 
the regulatory framework within aviation.

The Regulatory Framework
The FAA’s technical standard orders 
(TSOs) are used as a basis for qualify-
ing aviation equipment. They are typi-
cally short documents that mostly rely 
on minimum operational performance 
standards (MOPS) as provided by the 
radio technical commission for aeronau-
tics (RTCA), but in some cases deviate 
from those RTCA standards by adding, 
removing or changing the requirements.

A TSO-authorized part qualifies as an 
airworthy component. As such, a TSO is a 
minimum performance standard. When 
authorized to manufacture a receiver to a 
TSO standard, this is referred to as a TSO 
authorization. Current GNSS receivers are 
approved against one of the following TSOs:
•  TSO-C129 (GPS as a supplemental 

means, last version found 
in RTCA DO208 [11])

•  TSO-C145 (GPS+SBAS sensor 
feeding an FMS, last version 
found in RTCA DO229F [12])

•  TSO-C146 (standalone 
GPS+SBAS, last version found 
in RTCA DO229F [12])

•  TSO-C196 (GPS sensor feeding 
into an FMS, replacement of 
TSO-C129, last version found 
in RTCA DO316 [13])

•  TSO-C161 (GPS+GBAS, last version 
found in RTCA DO253C [14])

Jamming Detection
Detecting GNSS jamming has been widely 
covered in literature [15–18]. In general, 
jamming detection can be performed pre-
correlation or post-correlation, while the 
most suitable approach depends on the 
type and possibilities of the receiver in use. 
Because di� erent detectors have di� erent 
advantages and disadvantages, as pointed 
out, [15], an optimal jamming detector 
should be based on the combination of 
several detector values.

� e approach presented in this article 
relies on monitoring the power spectral 

density (PSD), total received power within 
the band and C/N0 of the tracked satel-
lites. � e combination of pre-correlation 
and post-correlation measures is consid-
ered advantageous for a low false-alarm 
rate, which is important for aviation. 
Furthermore, the chosen detectors are 
considered to be certi� able for aeronautics 
with a reasonable e� ort.

The Jamming Detectors: 
PSD Detector
� e PSD detector is based on the recorded 
raw intermediate frequency (IF) signal 
without further preprocessing within 
the receiver. Transformation into the 
frequency domain is performed using 
Fourier transform as in

(8)

while the PSD can generally be computed 
as

(9)

with fS denoting sampling frequency 
and a sample size N. In the presented 
approach, the PSD is computed using 
Welch’s method [19], which is consid-
ered optimal because of the smoothing 
effect. To accurately receive absolute 
power levels in the PSD, the actual 
gain of the RF components has to be 
known/calibrated. For jamming detec-
tion, the received PSD can be com-
pared to the expected shape, which is 
mainly determined by the � lter in the 
radio-frequency front-end (RFFE). � e 
expected power spectrum can easily be 
estimated as thermal noise combined 
with the aforementioned � lter, because 
the authentic GNSS signals are actually 
received below the noise � oor.

For the detector presented here, two 
sets of thresholds above the expected 
spectrum are de� ned as follows:

NARROWBAND THRESHOLD: Single peaks 
within the received PSD are compared to 
a de� ned frequency-dependent threshold 
mask, which can be tailored to the respec-
tive filter characteristics or to exclude 
known tolerated interference signals 
based on their frequency. The narrow-
band threshold is considered optimal for 
detection of narrowband or continuous 
wave (CW) interference.

FIGURE 1 GNSS interference impact overview. 

SPOOFING AND JAMMING
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WIDEBAND THRESHOLD: � e received PSD 
is averaged over de� ned frequency bins 
to form multiple sub-band power levels, 
which in turn are compared to a dedicat-
ed frequency-dependent threshold mask. 
The wideband threshold is considered 
optimal for detecting wideband interfer-
ence. � e wideband threshold can be set 
much lower compared to the narrowband 
without compromising on false alarm 
rate because the averaging provides an 
additional level of smoothing.

For use in aeronautics, these thresh-
olds might be set to the values de� ned by 
ICAO as shown in Figure 2.

Received Power Detector
The received power detector measures 
the absolute received signal power within 
the monitored frequency band. This is 
done by computing the power within the 
digitized signal s[n] and subtracting the 
actual RF gain α(t) as 

(10)

with N being the number of samples for 
averaging. Because the GNSS frequency 
bands are protected, the expected total 
received power within the band can simply 
be assumed the thermal noise � oor given as

(11)

with the Boltzmann constant kB, temper-
ature T0 and bandwidth B. � e detector 
is a simple threshold comparison, which 
indicates jamming in case the measured 
power exceeds the expected power plus 
the de� ned threshold.

FIGURE 2 Threshold mask for interference monitoring (from [20]). FIGURE 3 Jamming detection weighting.

The C/N0 Detector
� e e� ective C/N0 can be used for interfer-
ence monitoring as post-correlation jam-
ming detector by comparing the actually 
measured CN0 with an expected value. In 
general, the e� ective C/N0 can be written

(12)

the carrier power C, processing loss in the 
desired signal LS, noise level N0, process-
ing loss in the noise LN and the total level 
of interference Itotal. � e total interference 
level can be written

(13)

Neglecting the e� ect of external inter-
ference Iextern (which can be seen the same 
way as jamming signals for the sake of the 
detector), it can be seen the e� ect of inter- 
and intra-system interference should be 
considered to calculate the expected C/
N0. Inter- and intra-system interference 
is caused by other GNSS signals (from the 
same or other constellations) in the same 
band and can be characterized

(14)

for M signals present at the same time, 
where Ck denotes the signal power, Lk is 
the implementation loss for the interfer-
ence signal and κk is the spectral separa-
tion coe�  cient (SSC). � e SSC describes 
the level of interference caused by a cer-
tain signal/modulation and can be com-
puted based on the frequency spectra of 
the respective signals [7].

Jamming detection based on the C/N0
is performed threshold-based per satellite, 

where the di� erence between each mea-
sured and expected C/N0 is computed as

(15)

and compared to a pre-de� ned threshold. 
� is is done for each tracked signal, which 
leads to a certain percentage of signals 
indicating jamming. In case this percent-
age exceeds a defined threshold, a jam-
ming detection is triggered. � e approach 
to summarize the results of all satellites 
allows for a reasonably low false-alarm rate 
because an eventual degradation of the C/
N0 for a subset of signals (as for example 
caused by multipath of partial shadowing) 
is also expected in cases without jamming.

Combination and Weighting
The three jamming detectors are com-
bined to one final jamming detection 
decision, which is outlined in Figure 3. 
� e detectors have di� erent weightings, 
which is a result of an empirical optimi-
zation performed using simulations. � e 
� nal score is either that no jamming can 
be detected, a warning or an alarm, which 
can easily be visualized to a user within 
an operational aviation scenario.

Figure 3 shows the PSD detector has 
the highest weight followed by the C/N0
and the received power mainly serves 
as supplementary measure. At least two 
detectors have to be triggered to issue an 
alarm. A warning is either triggered by the 
PSD, C/N0 detector or the combined detec-
tion of received power and a second detec-
tor. This makes sense because the three 
detectors are complementary in terms of 
which signal types (or bandwidths) they 
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can optimally detect. � e inclusion (and 
high weighting) of the C/N0 detector also 
makes sense as it allows for detection of 
smart jamming/spectrum-matched jam-
ming signals, which might be undetected 
by pre-correlation detectors.

Spoofi ng Detection
Detecting GNSS spoo� ng is more com-
plex than jamming detection given the 
different nature of the attack, where a 
fine-tuned spoofing cannot necessar-
ily be seen in the frequency spectrum. 
Nevertheless, several spoo� ng detection 
algorithms have been published in litera-
ture [21–24]. While some spoo� ng detec-
tion algorithms target multiple antennas 
or are only applicable with relative move-
ment between spoofer and receiver, the 
approach presented here is suitable for a 
static single-antenna receiver, which is 
considered to facilitate eventual certi� ca-
tion procedures due to the lower complex-
ity of the overall system.

The Spoofi ng Detectors: 
C/N0 Detector
Spoo� ng detection based on C/N0 follows 
the same basic principles as in the jam-
ming explanation. � e only di� erence is 
the detection metric is inverse compared 
to the jamming detection as

(16)

This is because the expected C/N0 in 
case of a spoofing attack is higher than 
authentic, which is required for a success-
ful takeover of the spoofing signal. For 
details on generation and prerequisites of 
spoo� ng attacks, read [25].

FIGURE 5 Spoofi ng detection weighting.FIGURE 4 Two correlation peaks during spoofi ng attack.

Correlation Peak Detector
From the spoofed signal model presented 
in (7) directly follows that the spoofing 
signals usually cannot remove the authen-
tic GNSS signals from the received signal. 
Instead, the spoo� ng signals are added to 
the overall signal with a (slightly) higher 
power level. Because of this, the correla-
tion function in case of a spoo� ng attack 
shows two correlation peaks instead of 
one, as is visualized in Figure 4.

� e correlation peak detection method 
is twofold. It monitors for the existence 
of multiple correlation peaks within the 
complete code-Doppler search space and 
for distorted correlation peaks, which is 
the case when the authentic and spoof-
ing signals partially overlap with each 
other. Multiple correlation peaks are 
easily found using a parallel code search 
FFT-based acquisition algorithm [26] 
while deliberately removing any already 
tracked correlation peaks. Monitoring for 
distorted correlation peaks is done using 
signal quality monitoring (SQM) metrics 
in code-delay domain as introduced in 
[27]. Note the detection of distorted corre-
lation peaks is also common for multipath 
detection.

Clock Detector
� e clock-based spoo� ng detector oper-
ates on the assumption of non-perfect 
synchronization of the spoofed signals 
with respect to their authentic counter-
parts. A GNSS receiver continually esti-
mates its own clock bias relative to the 
system time within the PVT solution. 
A� er receiver initialization, large jumps 
in the estimated clock bias are typically 

not expected due to the clock steering 
algorithm. In case of spoo� ng takeover, 
however, such a jump is expected (it is 
the combined e� ect of non-perfect time 
synchronization of the spoofer and non-
perfect spoofer as well as victim receiver 
position estimation).

In an authentic case, the clock bias 
changes are mainly driven by the clock 
dri� , which is a direct e� ect of the non-
perfect frequency stability of the oscil-
lator. Spoo� ng signals, however, are also 
generated using an oscillator as frequency 
standard, which might show a di� erent 
clock dri� . � is results in a change of the 
observed clock drift after the start of a 
spoo� ng attack.

For spoo� ng detection, the clock bias 
δr(t) and clock dri�  δ⋅r(t) at time t are both 
monitored by predicting the expected 
values for the next epoch (t + Δt) as

(17)

with an estimated variance model of

(18)

following traditional variance propaga-
tion. For the detection, the measured bias 
and dri�  are compared with the expected 
values based on a standard student-t 
hypothesis test for the mean value, where 
the mean value is not a priori known.

SPOOFING AND JAMMING
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FIGURE 7 Installation of monitoring station (left: antenna mounting on mast; middle: RFFE and SDR in server rack; right: 
monitoring system user interface).

Note the clock-based detector can only 
show the beginning of a spoo� ng attack 
where the takeover happens. A� er take-
over, the observed clock bias and drift 
will show the combined clock effect for 
spoofer and receiver but will again be con-
sistent over time.

Combination and Weighting
The combination of the three spoofing 
detectors is visualized in Figure 5. A� er 
the � rst stage of detection using the dedi-
cated spoofing detectors, the jamming 
detectors based on PSD and received 
power are re-used as secondary spoo� ng 
detectors. In case these detectors show a 
detected jamming event, this is added to 
the spoo� ng detection score if at least one 
of the spoofing detectors was triggered 
before. Finally, the overall detection score 
is compared to thresholds again to distin-
guish between warning or alarm.

� e three detectors are equally weight-
ed for the � rst stage of detection because 
they are considered partially comple-
mentary to each other. In the case of a 
high-powered spoofing attack, the dif-
ference in signal level between spoofed 
and authentic signals is also high, which 
means the di� erence in C/N0 can be con-
sidered significant, while on the other 
hand the authentic correlation peaks 
might be drowned in the noise f loor 
due to automatic gain control (AGC) 
and limited dynamic range. Vice versa, 
during a well-synchronized and rather 
low-powered spoo� ng attack, the e� ect 
on the C/N0 might not be significant at 
all, but multiple peaks or distortions of 
correlation are better detectable because 

the power levels of both peaks are com-
parable. The clock detector can only 
detect the moment of takeover but works 
independent of the spoo� ng power levels 
(which is especially important for sophis-
ticated spoo� ng attacks where arti� cial 
noise � oor is transmitted together with 
the spoo� ng signals).

� e secondary detection stage is used 
only after at least one first stage detec-
tor was triggered and can increase the 
detection score. � is is justi� ed by the fact 
spoo� ng signals are usually more power-
ful than authentic ones and thus increase 
the received spectrum and power level.

Monitoring Campaign
� e authors had the unique opportunity 
to install an interference monitoring sys-
tem for a three-month permanent moni-
toring campaign in direct vicinity of the 
airport Brno in Czech Republic. Some 
� ndings from this monitoring campaign 
are presented here.

Installation
� e installation of the monitoring system 
took place in November 2020 at the loca-
tion in Figure 6. The monitoring station 
is near the airport Brno (LKTB) and close 
to a major highway (D1). The minimum 
distance between highway and monitoring 
station is 480m, which is considered small 
enough for successful detection of most 
commercial o� -the-shelf (COTS) jammers 
on the highway and is also representative 
for the airport.

Installation was performed at an air-
port building, where the antenna could be 
mounted on a mast and the monitoring 
system was connected to it via RF cable 
and could be placed within a 19" server 
rack. Figure 7 shows the installation on-site 
as well as the user interface of the monitor-
ing system, which can be accessed remotely 
for monitoring purposes. Furthermore, the 
site has a direct � ber network connection 
to the airport’s tower building, which was 
used for data transfer.

FIGURE 6 Installation location near airport Brno. 
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Overview of Monitoring Results
The interference monitoring cam-
paign was conducted September 24 to 
December 20, 2020, resulting in 88 days 
of signal monitoring. Table 1 provides 
an overview of the detected interference 
events. As indicated in the table, the aver-
age number of detected events per day 
was 14.5, which is in line with the authors’ 
expectations based on literature and 
monitoring system placement. The two 
spoo� ng detections were classi� ed as false 
alarms and could not be veri� ed using the 
recorded data (the most likely reason for 
this is the placement of the antenna beside 
a mast, which might lead to significant 
multipath for certain satellites).

Given the placement of the monitoring 
system relative to the highway, it is no sur-
prise the majority of interference events 
were detected for a duration of roughly 
6 seconds. We can assume the detection 
duration and number of detected events 
would be higher if placed directly beside 
the highway because the highway is con-
sidered the major source of interference 
at the installation location. Also the pro-
portion of alarms compared to warnings 
would have been much higher because the 
e� ect of interference signals signi� cantly 
decreases with increasing distance.

Event Examples
� e following are examples of recorded 
interference events to show the visible 
e� ect of interference on the monitoring 
system.
EVENT NO. 30: This event is an example 
of a wideband interference signal spread 
across the complete monitored spectrum 
in the L1/E1 frequency band (Figure 8). � e 

interference signal is clearly visible in the 
recorded spectrum and above the detec-
tion threshold. It also shows a recognizable 
degradation of C/N0 for all satellites.

Event Parameters:
START TIME: 2020-09-24 05:31:13 (UTC), 
duration: 8 seconds
SEVERITY: alarm, classi� ed type: SCW
EVENT NO. 4015: This event also shows a 
wideband interference signal across the 
complete bandwidth, but with fewer 
spikes compared to event No. 30 (Figure 
9). � e e� ect of interference on the GNSS 
is higher based on the C/N0 and the fact 

there are actual tracking (and conse-
quently PVT) losses during the event.

Event Parameters:
START TIME: 2020-10-21 19:24:20 (UTC), 
duration: 43 seconds
SEVERITY: alarm, classi� ed type: SCW
EVENT NO. 4031: This event shows a very 
interesting narrowband/CW interference 
signal, located directly on the L1/E1 carrier 
(Figure 10). Based on the authors’ previ-
ous analyses of COTS jammers and their 
respective signal properties, this interfer-
ence event is not assumed to be caused 
by a COTS jammer. Still, the e� ect of the 
interference is clearly visible as C/N0 deg-
radation and thus the detection is justi� ed.

Event Parameters:
START TIME: 2020-10-22 09:34:19 (UTC), 
duration: 59 seconds
SEVERITY: warning, classi� ed type: CW/
unknown

Wide-Area Interference Event
Beside the expected local interference 
events, the monitoring campaign also 
showed an interesting series of events on 
December 10. � ey were detected not only 
in Brno but also simultaneously using 

FIGURE 8 Event No. 30 (top: waterfall diagram; middle: PSD at a single monitoring epoch; 
bottom: carrier-to-noise ratio).

Parameter Value

Monitoring duration 88 days

Total detected interference events 1,277

Average # events per day 14.5

Detected jamming events 1,275 (99.8 %)

Detected spoofi ng events 2 (probably false alarms)

Number of warnings 856 (67.0 %)

Number of alarms 421 (33.0 %)

Average (median) duration of events 6 seconds

Shortest event duration 2 seconds (minimum reported duration in system)

Longest event duration 249 seconds

TABLE 1 Overview of monitoring results.

SPOOFING AND JAMMING
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FIGURE 10 Event No. 4031 (top: waterfall diagram; middle: PSD at a single monitoring epoch; 
bottom: carrier-to-noise ratio).

FIGURE 9 Event No. 4015 (top: waterfall diagram; middle: PSD at a single monitoring epoch; 
bottom: carrier-to-noise ratio. 

a different detector (different type and 
manufacturer) in Prague with a matching 
spectrum. � us, the interference had been 
spread over a significantly wider area, 
which leads to the assumption it might 
have been space-based.

Event Parameters:
START TIME: 2020-12-10 07:45:06 (UTC), 
duration: 6 seconds (multiple times on 
this day)
SEVERITY: alarm

Figure 11 shows a short time Fourier 
transform (STFT) computed from the 
recorded signal snapshots during the event 
(before the start and during the event). � e 
interference signal is rather narrowband 
within L1/E1. Further analysis of this spe-
ci� c event is considered of importance and 
interest, especially because there has been 
no noti� cation on malfunctions by GNSS 
providers for this day. 

Conclusions and Outlook
� is article reviewed the signal model for 
GNSS signals and intentional interfer-
ence by means of jamming and spoof-
ing. It presented a multiscale interference 
monitoring approach based on the com-
bination of several different detectors. 
Findings of an interference monitoring 
campaign at the airport Brno also have 
been presented. 

The number and severity of detected 
interference events clearly shows inten-
tional interference by means of jamming 
is a major concern for aviation and other 
relevant applications. � e authors see this 
as a clear indication for the necessity of 
permanently installed monitoring sys-
tems to secure safety critical applications 
relying on GNSS.

More research is needed regarding 
the interference event on December 10. 
We plan to conduct a second monitoring 
campaign where the monitoring system 
will be installed directly at a highway to 
see the increase of detections and severity. 
� e developed monitoring approach will 
be extended toward non-stationary moni-
toring receivers and re� ned in accordance 
to aviation certi� cation requirements. 
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I n defense applications, as military us-
ers look to achieve new capabilities 
with unmanned autonomous aircraft, 

three main areas come into sharp fo-
cus: vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL), 
launching of UAVs from other flying air-
craft, and overcoming jamming in GNSS-
denied environments. Coupling a high-
performance inertial measurement unit 

As tactical UAVs come of age, inertial technology’s ability to endure 
GPS outages while providing reasonable accuracy at high update 
rates keeps it as the backbone of UAV sensor systems. Coupling 
inertial with M-code, anti-jam antennas and vision in the autonomous 
arsenal can make the sum of parts a very robust solution.

Images courtesey of Shield AI 
and VectorNav.

Shield AI’s V-BAT, a 135 lbs vertical 
takeoff and landing (VTOL) UAS 
capable of takeoff & landing with 
landing zones as small as 12’ x 12’.

Up Against It
Advanced UAVs Overcome the Big Challenges 
of VTOL, Air Launch and Jamming

(IMU) with other sensing and navigation 
technologies on a UAV into a highly ca-
pable inertial navigation system (INS) can 
bring a solution to overcome each of these 
obstacles. 

"The GNSS-aided INS is the backbone 
for these types of systems,” said Jeremy 
J. Davis, Ph.D., Director of Engineering, 
VectorNav. “ It can ride through GPS 

outages and do it at high update rates, 
and still be reasonably accurate. Beyond 
that, different enabling technologies like 
anti- jam M-code and vision can merge 
with it and provide a more robust solu-
tion. That is a space of heavy activity 
right now, and we're working on solutions 
internally and with partners that meet 
these types of requirements and do so 
seamlessly.”

VTOL, air launch and GNSS spoofing 
and jamming are all challenging UAV prob-
lems that haven't been fully solved yet, but 
state-of-the-art companies are designing 
next-generation vehicles that will take 
them on.
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VTOL
The ability to launch and retrieve a UAV 
without the expense, exposure and advance 
logistics required by a runway presents ob-
vious tactical advantages to mobile warf-
ighters. Rotorcraft such as helicopters and 
quad-rotors require only a small takeoff 
and landing zone, but they are inefficient 
compared to fi xed-wing UAVs, and have dra-
matically lower range, payload capacity, and 
dwell time. Catapult-launched fixed-wing 
UAVs solve half the problem, but still require 
a runway for recovery—and catapults are 
cumbersome to transport.

VTOL aircraft avoid all these disadvantage 
and bring the cruise and payload advantages 
of fi xed-wing UAVs. There are broadly three 
approaches to VTOL: 
•  a hybrid rotorcraft and fi xed-wing 

vehicle, also known as a quadplane, 
with a set of vertical propellers for 
takeoff and landing and one or more 
horizontal props for cruising; 

•  a tiltrotor vehicle, using the same 
propellers are used for vertical and 
horizontal propulsion, rotating them 

in mid-air relative to the vehicle; 
•  tail-sitter UAVs which takeoff and land 

on their tails, like a rocket, but cruise 
horizontally, accomplishing both types 
of fl ight with one fi xed set of propellers. 
All types of VTOL craft require more from 

their navigation systems than other types 
of UAVs. “Takeoff and landing are the most 
dangerous, riskiest elements of fl ight for all 
types of aircrafts,” said Davis. “When you've 
got these VTOL aircraft that are reimagining 
how to do takeoff and landing, it presents 
obvious inherent risks. You have to make 
sure you've got all your I’s dotted and T’s 
crossed.”

The introduction of a major in-fl ight tran-
sition at a mission's beginning and end—
quadplanes switch from one set of props 
to another, tiltrotors rotate their entire 
propulsion system, and tailsitters switch 
from getting lift from their wings to solely 
from their propellers/rotors—presents sev-
eral challenges for the navigation system. 
VectorNav has been working through these 
problems with customers over the last fi ve 
years and brings this experience to bear on 

what is rapidly becoming the next frontier 
for tactical military UAVs.

The requirements on the navigation sys-
tem include:
•  Absolute reliability. Other control 

dynamics must be carefully monitored 
and managed; there’s no room to worry 
whether the navigation system can 
be trusted through the transition. For 
tail-sitters, this also means algorithms 
that avoid gimbal lock when rotating 90 
degrees in pitch during the transition. 

•  Slow and fast operation. To track 
heading, hovering aircraft typically rely on 
a GNSS compass: two GNSS antennas 
a fi xed distance apart. Fixed-wing 
aircraft use an INS-generated heading 
following a dynamic alignment process, 
correlating the motion measured by 
the GNSS and the IMU. For a VTOL 
aircraft, both techniques are critical 
for different phases of fl ight, and 
the handover between the two must 
be fl awless to avoid compounding 
problems during vertical-horizontal 
fl ight switch. VectorNav dual-antenna 

sponsored by

FIGURE 1: Modes of Operation of a Navigation System for a VTOL from Power-On to Horizontal Flight.
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GNSS systems like the VN-300 and 
VN-310 smoothly transition between 
whichever heading source is the 
most accurate at any given time.

• Landing: Some of the most advanced 
systems in development must land on 
moving platforms such as ships or trucks. 
This requires extremely high precision. 
An RTK-enabled GNSS receiver, like 
those found on the VectorNav Tactical 
Series units, can provide centimeter-level 
relative positioning at high update rates.

AIR-LAUNCHED
One way of multiplying the range of a UAV, 
while also avoiding the downsides of a run-
way, is to launch it from a much larger air-
craft already inflight. These UAVs are often 
tube-launched, with wings that unfold/unfurl 
in the first seconds of flight as it emerges 
from the host aircraft already at top cruising 
speeds. The transition phase for these UAVs 
is quite dramatic. 

All of this places severe strains on the 
navigation system: rotations of a few 1,000 
degrees per second in the airstream and high 
acceleration rates. It’s a wild, rolling ride dur-
ing which GNSS is typically lost, whether due 
to the high G’s, the abrupt switch from the 
host’s GNSS antenna to the UAV’s antenna, 

GPS M-code receivers now being gradu-
ally deployed throughout the US military 
and those of its allies replace the SAASM 
(Selective Availability Anti-Spoofing Module) 
receivers that previously thwarted spoofing 
attempts. M-code technology also takes ad-
vantage of new, more powerful signals from 
the latest GPS satellites to counter jamming 
as well. VectorNav’s Tactical Series of INS 
systems have full support for interfacing 
with those new types of receivers.

To complete spoofing mitigation, anti-
jam or controlled reception pattern anten-
nas (CRPAs) consist of multiple elements, 
allowing them null signals coming from di-
rections likely to contain spoofers jammers 
while amplifying signals from known satellite 
directions.

The combination of a tactical grade IMU 
with an M-code GNSS receiver and an anti-
jam antenna provides a navigation solu-
tion robust to common GNSS-challenged 
(spoofed) environments.

Short-duration GNSS outages, lasting sec-
onds to a few minutes can be readily handled 
by VectorNav’s tactical grade GNSS/INS sen-
sors like the VN-210, relying on pure integra-
tion of the accelerations and angular rates 
reported by the inertial sensors to provide 
navigation when GNSS is unavailable. 

or the fact that the UAV antenna may not 
point reliably skyward until stable flight is 
reached. 

Air-launched UAVs must also cope with 
buffeting from the wake of the launching air-
craft. Shocks are high and the accelerations 
and angular rates experienced immediately 
upon deployment are extreme until the UAV’s 
wings unfurl and can stabilize the craft. 
Stabilization itself it a critical achievement 
for the navigation system to control, to catch 
itself before falling headlong downwards. 

It's an exciting handful of seconds. All of 
this requires the navigation system to run 
in a pure inertial navigation mode, tracking 
through high g-loading and higher angular 
rates. As with the VTOL aircraft, this pe-
riod right after launch is critical to mission 
success. 

GPS-CHALLENGED ENVIRONMENTS
Having to operate with a GNSS signal that 
may be spurious, or without GNSS altogeth-
er, poses a whole new set of problems for a 
tactical UAV. An active spoofer or jammer in 
operational theater area interferes with the 
UAV’s onboard GNSS receiver, and the right 
mitigation technologies must come into 
play to maintain accurate tracking in these 
extremely difficult environments.

FIGURE 2: Horizontal Position Drift after loss of GNSS  
(post INS alignment).

FIGURE 3: Horizontal Velocity Drift after loss of GNSS  
(post INS alignment).
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“Because we have good IMUs in our 
tactical series,” said Jakub Maslikowski, 
Director, Sales and Marketing, VectorNav 
Technologies, “we can handle GPS chal-
lenged conditions for limited periods of time. 
To the extent that somebody does manage to 
jam you briefl y, the inertial sensors will carry 
you through.”

GPS-DENIED
Increasingly, continued operation in GNSS-
challenged environments isn’t enough: UAVs 
must also operate in fully GNSS-denied situ-
ations, where powerful enemy jammers at-
tempt to control the fi eld. Larger systems, 
including manned aircraft, can rely solely on 
a navigation-grade INS, which drifts on the 
order of kilometers per hour. But a naviga-
tion-grade INS is far too large and expensive 
for most UAV applications. 

Achieving accurate, reliable navigation 
without either GNSS or a navigation-grade 
INS is an area of active R&D at VectorNav in-
volving many different sensing technologies.

Electro-optical and/or infrared (EOIR) 
camera systems have come into increasing 
play for GNSS-denied navigation. Image-
processing software processes each im-
age to identify unique features that it would 
recognize again in the next image taken, a 
process known as feature matching.

If a UAS has pictures of the area taken 
prior to the mission, by satellites or other 
overflight, this enables a map-matching 
approach: matching the features from the 
real-time images to the stored image map 
for localization, thus determining UAV po-
sition. This can supply high accuracy but 
requires signifi cant advance preparation. It 
only works over an already-known area, fl y-
ing a predefined path at a predetermined 
time of day, since shadows and lighting dif-
ferences can impact the accuracy of map- or 
image-matching. 

When a map isn’t available, vision-based 
navigation systems can create their own 
map as they go, using simultaneous localiza-
tion and mapping (SLAM). The drawback of 
SLAM is that the map will be imperfect, and 
those imperfections grow over time. SLAM 
position errors drift as a function of distance 
travelled.

All vision-based systems struggle, natu-
rally, in limited visibility such as clouds or 
fog. Active sensing systems like radar or 
LiDAR, which emits laser pulses to produce 
a 3D map, can replace or augment vision 
systems. However, active sensing brings 
the downside of potentially revealing one’s 
own position to the enemy through the emit-
ted signals.

Finally, all of these technologies fail when 
the environment, such as large bodies of 
water or a sandy desert, contains no distinct 
features.

As an alternative to outfitting smaller 
UAVs with complex GNSS-denied naviga-
tion systems, an aircraft “buddy system” 
can involve multiple UAVs operating in the 
vicinity of a larger aircraft equipped with a 
navigation-grade INS. The large, heavy and 
expensive navigation-grade INS can fl y for 
hours without drifting more than a couple ki-
lometers. This then shares its location with 
the smaller UAVs through various combina-
tions of radio links, visual markers and other 
techniques.

Clearly, there is no one solution that coun-
ters GNSS signal jamming under all condi-
tions. A robust, reliable and versatile system 
must combine several technologies, playing 

the strengths of some off the weaknesses 
of others. This is where a highly adaptable 
and fl exible INS system with a tactical-grade 
IMU can provide tremendous value, function-
ing as the linkage of a multi-sensor system. 
VectorNav has been working for years with 
some of the most advanced companies ex-
ploring each of these technologies and inte-
grating them with algorithms for a powerful 
anti-jamming solution.

CONCLUSION
VTOL and air-launched UAVs will dramati-
cally alter the landscape of UAS for military 
use. Their unique flight profiles, however, 
require sophisticated navigation systems 
that go beyond traditional INS capability. 
VectorNav is taking the lead in integrating 
the latest navigation technologies to handle 
these demanding situations.

Making these systems robust to GPS-
denied conditions means integrating the lat-
est PNT technologies, from M-Code to anti-
jam to vision. Working closely with a partner 
like VectorNav that can integrate with these 
various complementary technologies can 
provide tremendous value and save consid-
erable engineering resources. Go to www.
vectornav.com to begin the process. 

sponsored by

FIGURE 4: Sharing of Navigation Data from Primary to Rover UAVs.
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WORKING PAPERS

T he need to protect GNSS based 
Position, Velocity and Time (PVT) 
against malicious attack has been 

the subject of much research in recent 
years. At the system side, Galileo is in the 
process of implementing both Navigation 
Message Authentication (NMA) and 
Spreading Code Encryption (SCE) in 
the current generation of satellites [1, 2, 
3], and GPS is investigating options for 
introducing similar protections on L1C [4].

NMA provides authentication of the 
navigation message, ensuring it cannot 
be arbitrarily modified by a malicious 
actor, but also tying the broadcast data 
to a particular instant in time. This forces 
the attacker to observe and repeat the true 
data and provides the participating user 
with a lower bound on the current time.

SCE is a mechanism to protect the na-
vigation signals by modulating them with 
encrypted sequences, either in whole [5] 
or in part [4]. These encrypted sequences 
can be re-created only by a user with the 
appropriate cryptographic key. These keys 
are either maintained in authorized user 
receivers in secure tamper-proof modu-
les [5], or kept private permanently, in 
which case the sequences themselves are 
broadcast publicly at some delay after 
the initial broadcast [4].

In essence, both schemes operate by 
adding elements of unpredictability to 
the broadcast signals, generating them 
in a way so the system operator can be 
demonstrated as the originator of these 
unpredictable elements. For NMA, the 
unpredictable elements are data bits in-
cluded in the broadcast message, while for 
SCE the unpredictable elements are the 
chips of the spreading codes themselves.

We have developed a low-cost em-
bedded platform, Nautilus, for testing 
GNSS authentication signal processing 
strategies in real world environments in 
real time. Nautilus is designed to be a 
low-cost, lightweight platform that can 
be easily configured for a variety of dif-
ferent applications and test scenarios. In 
this work we demonstrate its use in the 
context of GNSS authentication.

We give an overview of the Nautilus 
platform, describe test configurations 
developed, and present initial results of 
live sky testing and calibration, showing 
the platform’s suitability for use in real 
time and post-mission testing of GNSS 
authentication. All the test campaigns 
are conducted using only publicly 
available information, for example the 
Galileo Open Service Navigation Message 
Authentication (OSNMA) testing specifi-
cation [1], the Galileo E6 public Interface 
Control Document (ICD) [6] and the 
Chimera draft specification [7].

System Overview
The Nautilus testbed is based on the 
LimeNET Micro development board 
from Lime Microsystems [8]. This board 
is designed to be a low cost (about $350) 

The low-cost, lightweight platform can be easily configured for a 
variety of applications and test scenarios. This article focuses on its use 
for GNSS authentication.

NAUTILUS: An Embedded Navigation 
Authentication Testbed



platform for deploying narrow band 
wireless networks. It incorporates the 
following components: 
•  An LMS7002M RF transceiver chip, 

which performs down conversion to 
baseband and I/Q sampling at rates 
of up to 160 MHz

•  A Raspberry Pi Compute Module 
3+, which contains a quad core 
ARM Cortex A53 CPU operating at 
1:2 GHz with 1 GB of RAM

•  An Intel Altera MAX 10 Field 
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), 
which acts as a gateway between the 
LMS7002M and the Raspberry Pi 

•  A u-blox MAX M8Q GNSS receiver, 
capable of tracking three systems 
at once from among GPS, Galileo, 
BeiDou and Glonass
� e LimeNET micro is shown in 

Figure 1, with a biro included for scale. 
� e platform is approximately the size 
of a modern smartphone and is easily 
portable.

� e u-blox receiver generates a Pulse 
Per Second (PPS) timing signal that is 
input to the FPGA and used to tune the 
on-board oscillator—in e� ect operating 
as a low-cost GPS disciplined oscillator. 
� is means the samples collected through 
the LMS7002M are collected with a clock 
dri�  measured in Parts Per Billion (ppb) 
relative to GPS system time, albeit with 
relatively poor short-term stability.

� e LMS7002M is a high performance 
2x2 Multi Input Multi Output (MIMO) 
chip, with a frequency range covering 30 
MHz to 3.8 GHz, and a 12-bit Analog-
to-Digital Converter (ADC) capable of 
operating at up to 160 Msps. � e LimeNET 
Micro board is not able to take full advan-
tage of this chipset. It is limited to Single 
Input Single Output (SISO) operation and 
a maximum sampling rate of about 10 to 
12 Msps. � e raw samples are packetized 
in the FPGA and then streamed to the 
Raspberry Pi over an integrated Universal 
Serial Bus (USB) interface.

Hardware Modifi cations to the 
LimeNET Micro
A number of minor modi� cations and 
additions were made to the LimeNet 
Micro to increase its usefulness for 
GNSS applications. The first step was 
to synchronize the data collection with 

GNSS time from the u-blox receiver. 
� e pre-existing hardware achieved a 
very close syntonization (i.e. matching 
in frequency) but for authentication we 
also need close alignment in time. 

To this end, the FPGA � rmware was 
updated so that, once enabled, data col-
lection is triggered on the next rising 
edge of the PPS. � e LimeNET Micro is 
fully open-source hardware, so the FPGA 
source � les are all available online [9]. 
� e modi� ed gateware for Nautilus can 
be found in [10]. With this modi� cation, 
data collections can be triggered to occur 
only at 1 second boundaries, but this is 
not seen as a major limitation.

To know precisely the time at which the 
data collections are triggered, it is necessary 
to have an accurate time reference on the 
Raspberry Pi, which acts as the overall cont-
roller for the Nautilus platform. For that to 
be achieved, the Network Time Protocol 
(NTP) so� ware is used in conjunction with 
the raw NMEA messages logged from the 
u-blox receiver. To ensure the NTP time is as 
closely aligned to the GNSS system time as 
possible, the FPGA � rmware was updated 
again to route the u-blox PPS signal to one 
of the Raspberry Pi General Purpose Input/
Output (GPIO) pins. � e NTP so� ware is 
then able to use the PPS signal to achieve 
time synchronization with the u-blox that 

FIGURE 1 Unmodifi ed LimeNet Micro, with biro for scale. 

FIGURE 2 System level view of the Nautilus hardware and software components.
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is accurate at the microsecond level. Again, 
this modi� cation is available at [10].

� e � nal modi� cation to the LimeNET 
Micro boards was the addition of two non-
fixed resistors to open up a previously 
unused USB connection between the 
Raspberry Pi and the u-blox receiver. � is 
is a particularly important addition in that 
it enables two-way communication with 
the GNSS receiver, without modifying the 
con� guration on its serial port, which logs 
the NMEA message used by the FPGA as 
part of the clock taming circuitry.

With this modi� cation, it became pos-
sible to enable Galileo processing on the 
u-blox receiver (which was disabled by de-
fault), and to log raw navigation messages 
for all tracked satellites. � is last feature 
was essential to enable real-time processing 
of Galileo OSNMA data. We had hoped 
to also log raw observables (pseudorange, 
Doppler and C=N0) but unfortunately the 
u-blox receiver model does not support 
this feature. A work-around has been de-
veloped, using a combination of decoded 
ephemeris, raw PVT information and raw 
Doppler and code-phase measurements.

In addition to the above modi� cations 
to the LimeNET micro hardware, Nautilus 
also includes two additional peripherals: 
1.  A Bosch BMO055 9-DOF Inertial 

Measurement Unit (IMU), 
connected via serial port

2.  A WiFi/3G/4G LTE USB dongle

Software Components
� e Nautilus functionality is provided 
through a number of inter-connected 

so� ware components, including both 
commercial off the shelf (COTS) and 
custom elements.
COTS:

•  Network Time Security (NTS) over 
NTP, for authenticated time transfer 
[11]

•  Roughtime, also for authenticated 
time transfer [12]

Custom:

•  libosnma, an implementation of the 
OSNMA based on the user ICD for 
the testing phase, which is available 
online [1]

•  Narwhal, a snapshot authentication 
tool

•  Kronos, authenticated time 
synchronization using NTS over 
NTP and Roughtime

•  Integration so� ware implemented 
in Python including IMU, clock 
modelling (error modelling), clock 
bound modelling, and u-blox 
interface so� ware
� e so� ware components are pluggable, 

so for example, the u-blox integration tool, 
libosnma and Kronos tools all integrate to 
provide OSNMA functionality in real-time, 

including assurance that the time synchro-
nization requirement is met. Similarly, the 
Narwhal snapshot tool integrates with 
NTP and the u-blox so� ware to generate 
time-stamped snapshots including PVT, 
ephemeris and observation data extracted 
from the u-blox. This is very useful for 
post-processing. � e raw snapshot data can 
be processed to determine if the expected 
signals are present, or if spoo� ng signals 
are present nearby, for example.

Confi guration Options
Given the hardware and so� ware com-
ponents, Nautilus can provide the fol-
lowing system level services (although 
not necessarily all at once):
•  Real-time testing of Galileo 

OSNMA, including the 
authenticated time synchronization 
requirement via the Kronos so� ware

•  Delayed release of encrypted 
sequences for spreading code 
authentication. For example:
-  Taking snapshots of Galileo E6-C, 

which will be encrypted as part 
of the upcoming Commercial 
Authentication Service (CAS) 

FIGURE 3 Nautilus OSNMA logs from November 2020. Note the successful validation of a 
number of navigation messages.
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FIGURE 4 Snapshot correlations for 100 ms snapshots; a) Galileo E1C; b) Galileo E6C. Here the snapshots were collected at the timestamps 
indicated, and the Galileo E1 observables from the u-blox receiver were used to predict the pseudorange and Doppler.
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[3]. � ese snapshots can be 
post-processed to determine the 
presence of the encrypted chips 
that are (potentially) released a� er 
some delay.

-  Taking snapshots of GPS L1-C, 
which may contain secure marker 
sequences as part of the proposed 
Chimera scheme [7].

•  Dynamic error model mismatch 
detection, using the clock model 
and IMU.

•  Angle of arrival spoo� ng detection, 
using a di� erent antenna for the 
LMS7002M than used for the u-blox 
receiver.

•  Clock bound modeling, based 
on authenticated two-way time 
transfer.

•  Anti-spoo� ng testbed. Using 
the timestamped snapshots, it 
is relatively straightforward to 
emulate a variety of di� erent 
spoo� ng attacks in post-processing. 
Figure 2 shows a system level view of 

the hardware and so� ware components.

Sample Results
Nautilus has been used as an R&D tool 
for GNSS authentication over the last 
two years. Here we show some sample 
processing results obtained with the 
platform.

Early OSNMA Testing

In November 2020, the Galileo program 
began an internal OSNMA test campaign, 
in which valid OSNMA data was broadcast 
through the Galileo E1 OS signal. � e de-
tails of the signal con� guration, and indeed 
the most up to date signal speci� cation, 
were not public at the time, and we did 
not have access to these elements for this 
work. Nevertheless, Nautilus was deployed 
to process the live OSNMA signals in real 
time using NTS for secure time transfer for 
establishing the loose time synchronization 
bound required for OSNMA processing. 

Figure 3 shows a snapshot from the 
Nautilus OSNMA log, captured as a 
screenshot in real-time from a remote 
terminal connection to the device in 
late November 2020.

Snapshot Calibration and Testing

The main reason for choosing the 
LimeNET Micro as a basis to build 
Nautilus on was the synchronization of 
the sampling clock with GNSS time. In 
theory, this should allow the collection of 
snapshots of data with a precisely known 
time of reception. � is, in turn, makes 
the tool incredibly useful in evaluating 
signal level authentication features, such 
as Galileo CAS on E6 and GPS Chimera 
on the L1C signal. Figure 4 shows the 
correlation functions over all Galileo 
satellites in view for two snapshots: one 
for the Galileo E1 band and one for the 
Galileo E6 band. 

The snapshots were triggered by the 
rising edge of the PPS from the u-blox 
receiver, and the nominal pseudorange 
and Doppler were computed based on 
the u-blox observables. The figures 
show the correlations evaluated with 
a 1 metre resolution over a range suf-
ficient to cover ±1.5 chips around the 
nominal peak. In this case, the nominal 
calibrated offset between the start of 
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the recording and the PPS has been 
subtracted.

For the purposes of calibration, a large 
number of such snapshots were recorded 
and the o� set of the peak from the nominal 
was computed. Figure 5a shows some results 
for the statistics of these observed o� set 
for data collections at 10 Msps. Here we 
see an average bias of approximately 20 m, 
with a variation of ± 30 m. � is variation 
can be explained by the fact that the PPS 
“slips” with respect to the sampling clock, 
and at 10 Msps, each sample corresponds 
to approximately 30 m. � is can be seen 
in Figure 5b where the saw-tooth nature of 
the delay is apparent, as is its commonality 
across all satellites in each snapshot.

Note this bias includes all the di-
vergence e� ects between the nominal 
pseudorange as measured by the u-blox 
and observed in the snapshot, including 
di� erential group delays and the impact 
of the ionosphere when considering E6 
(because the u-blox measurements are 
based on E1/L1 only). � e consistency 

of this bias shows Nautilus can be used 
for signal authentication testing.

Signal Level Authentication

To validate this claim, a simple test was 
constructed to verify a signal authen-
tication scheme in which it is assumed 
the E6C samples have been encrypted. 
� e scheme is described in detail in [13], 
but in essence depends on computing 
both the correlation function, as shown 
in the previous section, and the “attack 
agnostic decision statistic,” denoted ν. 

Figure 6 shows the distribution of this 
decision statistic as measured from E6C 
signals using snapshot processing with 
100 ms snapshots at 12.5 Msps. The 
figure shows both the observed and 
theoretical distributions of the decision 
statistic, which are seen to match very 
closely. Again, this indicates Nautilus is 
an appropriate tool for assessing these 
kinds of techniques. Note also the E6C 
signal was not encrypted in this case, 
but the principle is of course the same.

Assured PNT

� e � nal stage is to integrate the OSNMA-
authenticated navigation messages with 
snapshot observations that pass the aut-
hentication check to obtain “assured” 
PNT solutions. Again, the resulting so-
lution is not in fact assured at all as it is 
based on processing the E6C signal while 
it is not encrypted, but this demonstrates 
the feasibility of the approach. 

Figure 7 shows the results for a data set 
collected on April 6, 2021. � e data set is 
divided into two parts. During the � rst 
half Nautilus was con� gured to collect 
snapshots on E6, while during the second 
half E1 snapshots were collected. Figure 7a
shows the di� erence in both North and 
East directions between the u-blox position 
and that computed from authenticated 
observations and ephemerides. Note here 
we assume the snapshots that pass the 
authentication test are authentic, even if 
the chips are not encrypted. � is is simply 
as a proof of concept. 

Similarly, Figure 7b shows a time history 
of the vertical and clock di� erences. Here 
we can again clearly see the impact of the 
sliding of the PPS with respect to the 10 
Msps sampling clock as the time error varies 
between -30 and +30 m. Interestingly, there 
is also an approximate 10 m bias in the 
vertical, which is likely from the coupling 
between clock and vertical errors, but 
warrants further investigation. 

Conclusion
In this work, we introduce the Nautilus 
GNSS authentication testbed. Its utility 
as a tool for the analysis of NMA and 
SCE has been demonstrated both in 
static and dynamic conditions. It is a 
low-cost, highly portable, highly con-
� gurable platform that is intended to be 
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FIGURE 6 Theoretical and observed distributions of the attack agnostic defense decision 
statistic for static data using Galileo E6C snapshots. 

FIGURE 5A Distribution of the computed delay between the computed 
pseudorange and that measured from the snapshot fi le. 

FIGURE 5B Time history of the delay for the E6 snapshots.
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used for authentication, but can easily 
be con� gured for other uses like signal 
quality monitoring or recording snapshots 
of interesting GNSS signal events such 
as jamming or ionospheric scintillation.

� e tight time and frequency synchro-
nization between the collected snapshots 
and GNSS time make this simple board 
a unique and incredibly useful tool for 
GNSS signal authentication research and 
development.

Unfortunately, due to the global supply 
chain issues resulting from the COVID-
19 pandemic, the manufacturers of the 
LimeNET Micro have made the decision 
to discontinue development of this very 
useful board. However, the entire board 
is open-source hardware, with full details 
available from [8] should anyone wish to 
manufacture the board for themselves.
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can be identi� ed at an early stage within 
the receiver and there is no need for any 
additional hardware.

Different methods have been pro-
posed to detect spoofing, such as 
received power monitoring, signal 
quality monitoring (SQM), pseudor-
ange residual checks, signal direction of 
arrival (DoA) estimation, inertial navi-
gation system (INS) aiding, and others 
[3] [4]. Each of these methods have their 
own advantages and drawbacks. 

CAF monitoring approaches [5] can 
be used to detect spoo� ng but have dis-
advantages in environments with mul-
tipath and when the Doppler frequency 
and code phase of the received signal 
are closely aligned with the spoofed sig-
nal. Here, CAF monitoring refers to the 
inspection of only the magnitude of the 
CCAF, which is typical of signal acqui-
sition algorithms and previously pro-
posed spoo� ng monitoring methods.

A sampled signal can be represented 
in the form of a complex number, I (in-
phase) and Q (quadrature), as a func-
tion of code delay and Doppler o� set. 
In existing CAF monitoring concepts, 
a receiver performs a two-dimensional 
sweep to calculate the CAF by correlat-
ing the received signal with a locally 
generated carrier modulated by pseu-
dorandom code for different possible 
code delay and Doppler pairs. Spoo� ng 
is detectable when two peaks in the CAF 
are distinguishable in the search space. 

Global Navigation Satel lite 
Systems (GNSS) are used for 
Positioning, Navigation and 

Timing (PNT) worldwide and are vul-
nerable to Radio Frequency Interference 
(RFI) such as jamming and spoofing 
attacks. Jamming can deny access to 
GNSS service while spoo� ng can create 
false positioning and timing estimates 
that can lead to catastrophic results. 

This article focuses on detecting 
spoo� ng, a targeted attack where a mali-
cious actor takes control of the victim’s 
position and/or time solution by broad-
casting counterfeit GNSS signals [1]. 
We describe, implement and validate a 
new method to decompose the Complex 
Cross Ambiguity Function (CCAF) of 
spoofed GNSS signals into their consti-
tutive components.

� e method is applicable to spoo� ng 
scenarios that can lead to Hazardous 
Misleading information (HMI) and 
are di�  cult to detect by other means, 
including previously proposed methods 
that rely on observation of the magni-
tude of the CCAF alone [2]. � is method 
can identify spoo� ng in the presence of 
multipath and when the spoo� ng signal 
is power matched and o� sets in code 
delay and Doppler frequency are rela-
tively close to the true signal. Spoo� ng 

This new method makes it possible to decompose the Complex Cross 
Ambiguity Function of GNSS signals during malicious spoofi ng attacks.

SPOOFING

This could happen, for example, if a 
power matched spoofed signal does not 
accurately align the Doppler and code 
phase with the true received signal. In 
practice, because detection using the 
CAF is not reliable under multipath 
and for spoofed signals close to the true 
ones, we instead propose to exploit the 
full CCAF. We decompose the CCAF 
of the received signal into its contrib-
uting components—true, spoofed and 
multipath—as de� ned by their signal 
amplitudes, Doppler frequencies, code 
delays and carrier phases. 

We introduce a method to decompose 
a CCAF made up of N contributing sig-
nals by minimizing a least-squares cost 
function. � e optimization problem is 
non-convex. To deal with the noncon-
vexity we implement a Particle Swarm 
Algorithm (PSA). We show simulated 
results decomposing three di� erent sig-
nals (true, spoofed and multipath) into 
their respective de� ning parameters—
signal amplitudes, Doppler frequencies, 
code delays and carrier phases—for 
the ideal case without any noise and 
code cross correlations. We also show 
experimental results implementing the 
method in a so� ware de� ned receiver in 
the presence of thermal noise and code 
cross-correlation (as well as multipath). 
The new method is validated against 
publicly available spoofing datasets, 
including TEXBAT [6].

Signal Processing 
GNSS signals are transmitted in the 
form of radio waves with data modu-
lated on them. Signal processing is an 

Detecting GNSS Spoofi ng
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integral part of demodulating the data 
on the carrier waves. We process GNSS 
signals using a Software Defined Radio 
(SDR). The GPS L1 signal is used in this 
work, but the method is generally appli-
cable to all GNSS signals. 

GPS L1 Signal
The GPS L1 signal is transmitted at a 
frequency of fL=1575.42 MHz (19 cm 
wavelength) from all satellites in the 
form of radio waves that are modulated 
with pseudo-random (PRN) codes x(t)
at the rate of 1.023 Mega-chips per sec-
ond (300 m chip length) to distinguish 
between different satellites and then 
again modulated with Navigation Data 
D(t) at the rate of 50 bits per second. 
The modulation scheme used is Binary 
Phase Shift Keying (BPSK), where the 
0s and 1s in a binary message are rep-
resented by two different phase states in 
the carrier signal.

GPS Receiver Architecture
As shown in Figure 1, the GPS signal 
is received at a receiver’s antenna with 
code delay τ, Doppler fD, and carrier 
phase θ. The signal is then amplified, 
passed through a band pass filter, and 
then down converted to an interme-
diate frequency f IF by mixing with a 
locally generated mixing signal. It is 
then passed through a low pass filter 
to remove the high frequency compo-
nents. The advantage of converting the 
signal to an intermediate frequency 
is it simplifies the subsequent stages, 
making filters easy to design and tune. 
The signal is then digitized and mixed 
again (Figure 2) with two locally gen-
erated replicas of the carrier signal fD, 
in-phase and quadrature, differing in 
phase by a quarter cycle, θ and θ+π/2. It 
is then passed through a low pass filter 
to remove the intermediate frequency, 
and finally mixed with a local replica of 
the PRN code with delay τ. 

In-Phase and Quadrature Components
The in-phase I and quadrature Q com-
ponents of an uncorrupted output sig-
nal (i.e., no spoofing or multipath) with 
amplitude √C are shown in Equations 
1 and 2. When presented in complex 
form, as in Equation 3, the in-phase and 

quadrature components are the real and imaginary parts of the signal, respectively. 
The coherent integration time TCO can range from 1 to 20 milliseconds, the upper 
limit to avoid integration across boundaries of a GPS data bit D(t). Coherent integra-
tion is performed to reduce the effects of thermal noise.

(1)

(2)

(3)

Performing the integrals in Equations 1 and 2, Equation 3 can be expressed as

(4)

where+

(5)

and Tc is the duration of a single chip.
To simplify the notation, we define √C. Summing N component signals (i=1,…, 

N), we have

(6)

where g=( 1,τ1,fD1
,θ1,…, N,τN,fDN,θN). For example, given the true satellite signal, a 

spoofed signal, and a single multipath signal, N=3.
Strictly, Equation 5 is true only for infinite length random codes. Finite length PRN 

codes like GPS L1 C/A, R(ξ) will have additional small, but non-zero, values outside 

FIGURE 1 The front end of a GPS receiver.

FIGURE 2 GPS receiver architecture after signal is digitized. 
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the domain ξ∈(-Tc,Tc ). We ignore these 
for now but will address their impacts 
later.

CCAF Measurement Space 
A Doppler frequency (fD) and code delay 
(τ) pair search sweep is done to correlate 
the incoming signal from satellites with 
a local replica. � e measurement space 
is spanned by a two-dimensional grid 
across Doppler frequency fD and code 
delay τ. � e carrier phase is held con-
stant across the gird at an arbitrary value 
(for example at 0 or the punctual value 
retrieved from the loop; the actual num-
ber used does not matter). Each mea-
surement then corresponds to a complex 
value SN (g|τ, fD), which is the CCAF.

When spoofing and multipath are 
not present, the magnitude of CCAF 
(i.e., the CAF) is visualized in Figure 3.
� e total number of cells in the mea-
surement space is equal to the number 
of code phase bins times the number of 
Doppler bins.

When visualizing the CAF from 
the Doppler frequency point-of-view, 
the peak is represented by a sinc func-
tion with frequency 1/TCO; from the 

code delay view it is a triangle with 
base length of 2 chips (Figure 4). The 
coherent integration time affects the 
resolution of the Doppler frequency. 
It is generally preferred to have longer 
TCO for noise reduction reasons, but this 
will also require narrower Doppler bins 
because the sinc function itself becomes 
narrower. The software defined radio 
allows � exibility to change the Doppler 
bin widths. However, the code delay bins 
are determined by the sampling rate of 
the receiver.

Spoofi ng
When a spoofed signal is present and 
the code delays and Doppler frequen-
cies of the signals are not closely aligned, 
two peaks are visible in the magnitude 
of the CCAF, ⎟⎟S2 (g|τ, fD)⎟⎟, as shown in 
Figure 5 (left). � e two peaks merge if 
the code delays and Doppler frequencies 
are closely aligned, as shown in Figure 5 
(right). � e proposed idea is to decom-
pose the CCAF of mixed signals into 
their constitutive parameters.

Particle Swarm Decomposition 
Stacking the measurements from the 

grid space (τ, fD), the measurement 
model can be written as

(7)

where ν is the vector of measurement 
errors, including the e� ects of thermal 
noise and code cross-correlation. To 
decompose the N signals, we seek to 
obtain an estimate of the parameter vec-
tor, ĝ, that minimize the cost function.

(8)

Unfortunately, due to the structure of 
SN the cost function is non-convex, and 
a global minimum cannot be obtained 
by standard gradient-based methods. In 
computational science, Particle Swarm 
Optimization (PSO) is an optimiza-
tion algorithm that works by generating 
a population of “particles” randomly 
that are actually candidate solutions 
given upper and lower bounds. � ese 
particles are moved around in the N
dimensional space based on their own 
best-known position pi and the entire 
population’s best-known position g as 
shown in Equations 9 and 10. When a 
particle � nds a better position that min-
imizes the cost function better than the 

SPOOFING

FIGURE 3 Complex Cross Ambiguity Function Search Space (left) and 3D search space with amplitude of CCAF (right).

FIGURE 4 Code Delay (left) at 0 chips correlation peak and Doppler frequency (right) at 0 Hz represented by a sinc function.
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previous known position, pi gets updat-
ed based on Equation 11. If that particle’s 
position is best among all other particle 
positions (minimizes the cost function) 
b is updated based on Equation 12 and 
called the best global solution of the 
swarm.

A simple PSO algorithm is shown here:
Generate n number of particles gener-

ated randomly with “position” xi (t)∈X
and “velocity”: vi (t)∈V

For each i=1,2,……,n particle

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

where:
r1,r2  are the uniformly distributed 

random number with Ν(μ,σ2)
w is the inertia coe�  cient
c1,c2 is the acceleration coe�  cient
pi (t) is the best local position

b(t) is the best global position
The PSO algorithm is applied to 

minimize the cost function J stated in 
Equation 8. The measurements z is in 
the form of CCAF, which is based on I 
and Qs and may be comprised of N sig-
nals, subtracts the CCAF(ĝ), SN (ĝ|τ, fD) 
based on the best global solution of the 
PSO algorithm is the cost function in 
this work, where ĝ=(â1,τ̂1,f̂ D1,θ̂1,…,âN,τ̂N, f
ˆDN,θ̂N) are the estimates of the signals’ 
parameter. 

Results
To evaluate the capability of the PSO 
algorithm in decomposing the multiple 
signals given the measurements, we 
decomposed the CCAF comprised of 
three signals, i.e., 12 parameters without 
any thermal noise and code cross cor-
relation, and the results are:

Simulated Results
In Case 1, the CCAF is comprised of 
three signals in which the Doppler fre-
quency and code delay pairs are closely 
aligned in the measurement space. � e 

Particle Swarm Algorithm estimates 
and output of the signals’ parameters, ĝ 
are very close to the true parameters g as 
shown in Case 1 Table (bottom). For the 
purposes of visualization, CCAF mag-
nitude is shown in Case 1 Figure (top)

FIGURE 5 Amplitude of CCAFs when code delay and Doppler frequency pair are far apart (left). Amplitude of CCAFs when code delay and Doppler 
frequency pair are closely aligned (right).

FIGURE 6 Search mechanism of the particle swarm algorithm as particle position updates 
based on hyperparameters.

CASE 1
True 

Parameters
Output 

Parameters

g ĝ

a1 1.0 1

τ1 -0.5 -0.5

fd1 -60 -60

θ1 1.5707 1.5707

a2 0.5 0.5

τ2 0.8 0.8

fd2 0 -1.85E-16

θ2 0.7853 0.7853

a3 0.9 0.9

τ3 0.1 0.1

fd3 56 56

θ3 0 7.06E-17

CASE 1 A table showing the output 
parameters in comparison with the true 
parameters (bottom). The amplitude of 
CCAF is plotted against the code delay and 
Doppler frequency for visualization of three 
signals and how much further apart from 
each other they are in the search space (top).
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and all three signals can be identified by 
three distinct peaks. 

In Case 2, three signals are used in 
which the Doppler frequency and code 
delay pairs for the two signals are tightly 
aligned and the third signal is relatively 
far away in the CCAF measurement 
space. The PSO algorithm decomposed 
the signals and output their respective 
parameters ĝ as shown in the Case 2 
Table (bottom) and are visualized in the  
Case 2 Figure (top). Note the two tightly 
aligned signals are merged and only one 
peak is identified when the CCAF mag-
nitude is used. 

In Case 3, the input CCAF is com-
prised of two signals while the PSO 
algorithm searches for the three sets 
of signal parameters. This case is gen-
erated to evaluate the behavior of the 

algorithm in the scenario when there 
is only multipath signal present, and 
no spoofing. Because the algorithm is 
initialized in the same way as in Cases 
1 and 2, the output is constrained to 
three signals. The third signal estimat-
ed by the algorithm has an amplitude 
of zero, implying the algorithm suc-
cessfully identified there are only two 
signals present as shown in the Case 3 
Table (bottom).

In Case 4, the input CCAF is com-
prised of only one signal, while the 
PSO algorithm tries to minimize the 
cost function for a CCAF comprised 
of the three signals. As shown in the 
Case 4 Table (bottom), two of the sig-
nals estimated by the algorithm have 
amplitudes of zero implying, again, 
the algorithm identified there is only 

one signal present with its parameters 
as the output ĝ.

Sensitivity Analysis
The PRN codes for the GPS L1 signal 
are transmitted at 1.023 Mega-chips 
per second (1,023 chips per millisec-
ond) i.e.,1 code per millisecond, while 
the GNSS receiver usually has a faster 
sampling rate. The code is then dis-
tributed over the sampling rate of the 
receiver. To determine the precision of 
the algorithm, a sensitivity analysis is 
conducted next. 

This analysis uses a 25 MHz sam-
pling rate from the TEXBAT data-
set. The samples per code is 25,000 
and one chip contains 24 samples. 
The code delay search space consists 
of five chips with bin size of 0.0409 

CASE 2
True 

Parameters
Output 

Parameters

g ĝ

a1 1.0 0.9906

τ1 -0.1 -0.1006

fd1 -20 -19.9913

θ1 1.5707 1.5707

a2 0.5 0.5071

τ2 0 -0.0006

fd2 -20 -20.0132

θ2 0.7853 0.7985

a3 0.9 0.8999

τ3 0.1 0.0999

fd3 56 55.9966

θ3 0 0.0001

CASE 2 A table showing the output parameters 
in comparison with the true parameters 
(bottom). The amplitude of CCAF is plotted 
against the code delay and Doppler 
frequency for visualization of three signals, 
where two of them are closely aligned while 
the third signal is far in the search space (top).

CASE 3
True 

Parameters
Output 

Parameters

g ĝ

a1 1 1

τ1 -0.5 -0.5

fd1 -60 -60

θ1 1.5707 1.5707

a2 0.5 0.5

τ2 0.8 0.8

fd2 0 5.20E-16

θ2 0.7853 0.7853

a3 0 0

τ3 0 -0.7064

fd3 0 64.0637

θ3 0 -0.4483

CASE 3 A table showing the output 
parameters in comparison with the true 
parameters (bottom). The amplitude of 
the CCAF is plotted against the code delay 
and Doppler frequency for visualization 
of two signals, where two of them are 
present in the search space (top). 

CASE 4
True 

Parameters
Output 

Parameters

g ĝ

a1 1 1

τ1 -0.5 -0.5

fd1 -60 -60

θ1 1.5707 1.5707

a2 0 0

τ2 0 -0.2137

fd2 0 -16.1011

θ2 0 -0.2913

a3 0 0

τ3 0 -0.4034

fd3 0 -5.8490

θ3 0 0.5963

CASE 4 A table showing the output 
parameters in comparison with the true 
parameters (bottom). The amplitude 
of the CCAF is plot-ted against the 
code delay and Doppler frequency for 
visualization of one signal, one of them 
are present in the search space (top).
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and Doppler bin ranges from -4500 
Hz to 4500 Hz with bin size of 20 Hz. 
In each case, the candidate solution 
population is 1,000 and each case runs 
100 iterations. We take a search space 
mixed with two CAFs as the two sig-
nals are further apart in the code delay 
and two peaks are sufficient to visual-
ize the amplitude of CCAF as shown 
in Figure 7 (left). The CCAF with code 
delay at 0 chips is fixed and we change 
the second CCAF in code delay from 
-1.8414 to 0 with a step size of 0.2046. 
When the code delays for both signals 
are close in alignment, only one peak 
is detected (Figure 7, right).

The true parameters are shown in 
Table 1, while the output parameters’ 
decomposition results for each code 
delay gap is shown in Table 2. Until the 
code delay for both signals merges, the 
Particle Swarm Algorithm decomposes 
each CCAF into its respective output 
parameters very precisely.

Decomposition of the CCAF into 
the signals’ parameter vectors are 
shown in Table 2, as code delay gap 
between the two signals is reduced. 

When both signals are perfect ly 
a l igned in the CCAF eva luat ion 
space, there may be only one signal 
detected; the amplitude of the signal 
depends on the carrier phase of the 
signal. Note that when the Doppler 
frequency and code delay pair for 
both signals are in perfect a lign-
ment, there is no spoofing as the 
navigation solution for a spoofed 
signal is the same as the true sig-
nal. However, as soon as the spoof-
er tries to pull the location of the 
receiver off the truth, both CCAF 

are decomposed into the respective 
signals. If the amplitude for both is 
significant, spoofing is detected. 

TEXBAT Dataset
We have shown the capability of the 
Particle Swarm Algorithm to decom-
pose CCAF made of up to N contribut-
ing signals and output the parameters 
vector ĝ without any noise and code 
cross-correlation present. To test the 
algorithm in a real scenario, we have 
taken an instant in the TEXBAT data-
set that includes thermal noise and cross 
correlations. The measurement space for 
PRN 13 consists of 1,023 chips that are 
distributed over 25,000 samples, i.e., 
code delay bins, with Doppler frequency 
ranging from -3650 Hz to 11350 Hz with 
bin size of 10 Hz, a total of 1,501 bins. 
This can be seen in the figure in Case 5 
(top), where two signal are present. The 
Particle Swarm algorithm searches for 
three signals, while the input CCAF 
has two prominent signals present. As 
shown in the Case 5 Table, the algorithm 
detects the signal parameters very near 
to the true parameters. 

τ GAP 1.8414 1.6368 1.4322 1.2276 1.023 0.8184 0.6138 0.4092 0.2046 0

a1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.0000 1.0122 1.4774

τ1 -1.31E-17 -2.71E-17 -2.30E-17 3.32E-17 -4.56E-18 -3.66E-17 -1.27E-16 2.17E-06 0.0015 -0.0002

fd1 6.67E-23 3.00E-17 -4.67E-22 2.63E-16 6.45E-23 -7.64E-16 1.50E-13 3.78E-05 0.0143 -10.8423

θ1 1.5707 1.5707 1.5707 1.5707 1.5707 1.5707 1.5707 1.5707 1.5659 1.2596

a2 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7999 0.7881 0.1899

τ2 -1.8414 -1.6368 -1.4322 -1.2276 -1.023 -0.8184 -0.6138 -0.4092 -0.2061 -0.0017

fd2 -7.68E-16 -1.16E-15 -1.50E-17 -5.10E-16 -9.75E-16 -3.56E-16 -3.37E-13 -0.0001 0.0533 84.8491

θ2 0.7853 0.7853 0.7853 0.7853 0.7853 0.7853 0.7853 0.7853 0.7783 0.9467

TABLE 2 Output parameter vectors ĝ as the code delay gap between two signals changes left to right with a step size of 0.2046 chips.  

True Parameters (g)

a1 1

τ1 0

fd 1 0

θ1 1.5707

a2 0.8

τ2 -1.8414 to 0 with step size of 0.2046

fd 2 0

θ2 0.7853

TABLE 1 True parameters (g) for sensitivity 
analysis.

FIGURE 7 Amplitude of the CCAF when a difference in code delay of both signals is 2.046 (left). The amplitude of CCAF when the difference  
in code delay of both signals is 0.2046 (right). 
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The two-signals detected by the algo-
rithm are the authentic signal and the 
spoofing signal in the measurement 
space. The two signals are zoomed in 
and shown in Figure 8. The third signal 
that outputs by the PSD algorithm has 
zero amplitude, which represents there 
is no third signal present. 

The noise floor as shown in Case 5 
includes thermal noise. Cross corre-
lations can be reduced by increasing 
the coherent integration time. In Case 
6, the coherent integration time is 20 
milliseconds because for GPS L1 C/A 
signal, the Navigation Data bit is 20 
milliseconds long. The other advantage 
of using longer coherent integration 
time is the preciseness in code delay 
and Doppler frequency estimates from 

the Particle Swarm Decomposition 
Algorithm. The limit on coherent inte-
gration time can be disregarded if used 
in pilot signals. 

The zoomed-in view of both Case 5 
and Case 6 along a constant Doppler cut 
is shown in Figure 8. The noise floor in 
20 milliseconds coherent integration 
time (Figure 8, right) is significantly 
lower than the 1 millisecond coherent 
integration time (Figure 8, left). Both 
results are normalized; one of the peaks 
represents an authentic signal and the 
other represents a spoofing signal. The 
peaks’ magnitudes also change with 
respect to each other when the coherent 
integration time changes from 1 milli-
second to 20 milliseconds.

SPOOFING

Spoofing Detection Monitor
Under normal circumstances, when 
spoofing is not present, the decom-
posed true signals will be geometrically 
consistent across all visible satellites 
but the decomposed multipath signals 
won’t. However, if spoofed signals are 
introduced, they also will be consistent 
across satellites. In this case, two inde-
pendent decomposed signal sets (true 
and spoofed) will both be geometrically 
consistent across satellites. Our proposed 
basis for the spoofing detection is then to 
use an ‘inverse’ Receiver Autonomous 
Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) mecha-
nism, where the existence of more than 
one consistent decomposed signal trig-
gers a spoofing alarm. 

Conclusion
In this article, we developed a method 
to decompose the CCAF into the N
contributing signals by minimizing a 
cost function J and estimating the out-
put parameter of vector ĝ. We have test-
ed the algorithm in several challenging 
scenarios to determine its capability 
where the PSO algorithm searches for 
a greater number of signals than actu-
ally present in the CCAF measure-
ment space. A sensitivity analysis has 
been performed on the characteristics 
of a GNSS receiver to demonstrate the 
capabilities of PSO in decomposing 
CCAF. We also demonstrated how PSO 
successfully decomposed the publicly 
available benchmarked spoofing data-
set TEXBAT into two signals identify-
ing their parameters.
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coherent integration time (left) and 20 millisecond coherent integration time (right).
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